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CERNUNNOS:
roF

lflO the student of Roman provincial art, the
I monuments from the Celtic provinces of

Gaul present myriad problems of religious in-
terpretation as well as purely stylistic com-
plexities in the constant dialogue between in-
herent "primitivism" and Graeco-Roman formal
concepts" The multiple barriers which obstruct
our understanding of the essence and origin of
indigenous Celtic divinities are based upon the
fact that these divinities are manifestations of
religious concepts that can be approaehedonly
indirectly, given the lack of native sources and
the extremely limited figural representations
from La Tdne art. With the advent of the
Romans one begins to distinguish the first vague
outlines of pre-Roman mythology in Germany
and in Gaul, rapidly to be modified by a trans-
forming re-interpretation which is effective
from two directions: from the llomans' naive
assurance that strange divinities of the "bar-
barians" are but members of their own pantheon
under foreign designation - interpretatio romana ;
and from the indigenous population's readiness
to accept for their religious personalities, often
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aniconic, the artistic types and names of those
Roman divinities whose natures may include
one or more parallel functions-interpretatio
gallica.2

There are three equally hazardous avenues
of approach to Celtic religion open to the in-
vestigator. The first is that provided by Greek
and Latin authors who, if their information con-
cerning the gods and beliefs of the inhabitants
of Gaul or Germany was aceurate, were prone
to misinterpretations rooted in the very im-
manence of their own classical background. And
these scanty literary references are now impos-
sible to verify, since the writers only rarely give
the native names of the divinities who are the
subject of their brief equations or, recording the
names, neglect to adduce their interpretation.3
Wissowa has summed up the situation implicit
in this methsd of research: "Im allgemeinen
darf man sagen, dass wir aus den interpretationes
Romanae mehr fiir unsere Kenntnis riimischen
Denkens als fiir die der provinzialen Religionen
gewinnen,"a

The second method of approach, of which

1 The substance of this article was prepared in 1946,

before I was familiar with a war-time publication by
P. Lambrechts, Contributions d. l'6tude d,es d,iuinit4s

celtiques (Rijksuniversiteit te Gent, werken . . . fa-
culteit van de wijsbegeerte en letteren, no, 93), Bruges,
1942. Although some of the material given here is
duplicated in his study of Cernunnos, the conclusions
reached difrer so markedly from those expressed here
that it has not seemed necessary to suppress any of
my documentation. The reader is referred to Lam-
brechts' work for supplementary references and bib-
liography.

I would like to express here my indebtedness to
Professor Karl Lehmann for his counsel and interest
in the larger study of Gallo-Roman sculpture of
which this forrns a part.

2 For the most penetrating discussion of inter-
pretati.o rornan&, according to the term bormwed from
Tacitus, see Wissowa, AnW $9lA-19) l-49; also
F. Richter, De ilesrum barbararum interyretatione

ronxana, quaesti.ones selectae (Diss. Halle lg06). For a
less intensive treatment, see the introductory section
of F. Drexel, "Giitterverehrung im rtim. Germanien,"
Riim.-german. Komm. Bericht. 14 (1922) l-68.

For the religion of various provincial groups within
the Legions, von l)omaszewski, W'estd,eutsche Ztschr.

f. Gesch. u. Kunst. 14 (1895) r-rgl.
3 Complete references to Greek and Latin authors

whose works include comments on the Celts are
listed in the first chapter of Dottin, Manuel , , d
I'6tud,e de l'antiquit| celt'i.quez (1915). The sources for
Gaul are collected in f)om Bouquet, Rerum Gallicarurn
et Francicarum scriptores I (Paris 1738). For the Ger-
manic regions, see A. Riese. Dos rhein, Gnmanien in
d,. antik. Literatur (1892). E. Norden (D. german.
Urgesch. u. Taci.tus Germanias) clarifies the back-
ground and conditioning preconeeptions of Latin
historians.

4 Op. cit.28.
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Arbois de Jubainvilles has been the major ex-
ponent, is that of a comparative study of later
Irish mythology as it had evolved from alleged
parallels with continental conceptions. This may
often prove valuable for corroborative material,
but would seem to be misleading as a pri,ori
evidence in view of the many centuries of in-
dependent evolution which elapsed between the
origins of the Irish mythological cycle and its
documentation. It is then the third method, in-
tensive study of the monuments of the Roman
period-in which, however, the complex process

of assimilation to state religion had already
contaminated the older Celtic worship-which
proves most reliable and rewarding-.

This oblique methodology is fuither com-
plicated by the fact that local divergences ap-
pear to have been strong among the various
tribes of Gaul, and that there is no reason to
assume a uniform pan-Celtic religion in pre-
Roman times. Many of the so-called divinities
seem to have been natural personifications of
cerbain topographical features, mountains,
springs and woods, and as such local in charac-
ter. The wealth of epithets appended to the
name of any one Roman god-Apollo, Mercury,
or Hercules, for example-is eloquent testimony
bo these regional variations, since it appears
bhat these are but designations of indigenous
personalities who were merged with the Latin
figure.o In general, the native divinities of Gaul
and Germany are known to us only through
such epithets, occurring in independent inscrip-
tions or in connection with representations of
purely classical conception.

It is, then, an exceptional position in whieh
one finds oneself in seeking to define the essential

nature of the Celtic divinity whose character-
istics include a seated pose with legs crossed
under his body (the attitude termed "accroupi,"
"Buddhist," or "the tailors' seat"), large stag's
antlers growing from his temples, one or more
torques, and a heavy sack or purse, although
not all of these need appear in a single repre-
sentation. In addition, the god is frequently ac-
companied by a ram-headed serpent or by other
divinities, including his female counterpart
who usually holds a cornucopia. In this instance,
not only the Celtic name of the god, but also
pre-Roman representations of him are known.

His impressive figure appears on one face of
an "altar" in the Cluny Museum, dating from
the Roman occupation of Paris (6g. f), a repre-
sentation to which we shall return in the ensuing
discussion of the iconographic and stylistic
character of the Gallo-Roman monuments.
Above him, now partially obscured but assured
by eighteenth century drawings, is inscribed
his name: CERN\'NNOS, "the horned one."7
The same personage is found in a roek carving
of Val Camonica which is dated by Altheim
before the mid-fourth century 8.c., at the time
of the Celtic sojourn in northern ltaly.8 Here,
clothed in a long flowing garment, he stands
erectly in an orans pose, but the presence of
both torques and antlers ensures his identifica-
tion. Cernunnos is not, therefore, one of the
aniconic deities of the Celts who first found
artistic vrsualization under the impact of
Roman civilization. Coins of the Catalauni and
other tribes antedate the Roman conquest antl
these already show him, or a related figure, in
his more characteristic "tailors' seat"e as does

the famous plaque of the Gundestrup cauldron,

5 I* cycle mgthol. irlanil. et la mgthol. celti4ue (f 88a);
English ed., Dublin, 1903. Also numerous articles

6 Cf. MacCulloch, Religion of the ancient Celts

(1911), 23 f. For the extraordinary profusion of divine
names among the Celts, see Holder, Alt-celt. Sprach-
schatz (Leipzig, 1896 f.).

7 Holder, s.u. See below, pp. 28-31, notes 99-104.
E RM 54 (r93e) 2.
s Dbtionnaire arch'*ologique il. I. Gaule; Apoque

celtique, l, no. 232. An enlarged photograph of one

example of this coin type is to be found in D. A.
MacKenzie, Budd,hism in Pre-Ch'ristinn Britain, pl.
vr. The older attribution of the type to the Catalauni

has been negated by Blanchet, Traitb des rnonnaies,

1, p. 387, and by Forrer, Reltiscln Numismatilc, p.3ll,
no. 516, It seems that if the coins were not "inter-
national," they were at least minted by several tribes.
They are often referred to in the literature as

"bronzes," but actually consist oI the alloy, potin.
Inasmuch as the figure represented lacks antlers,

the identification is problematic. It is entirely pos-
sible, however, that the die-cutters considered the
posture, the torque and the serpent on the reverse
(above a boar, seemingly horned) sufficient charac-
terization, particularly in view of the spatial exigencies
of the coin surface. All early representations of
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a Celtie product of the second or first century
n.c. (fig. 3).to 1ry" shall return to a more detailed
analysis of these monuments which prove that
the representational type for Cerrunnos had
already been formed in La Tdne art.

Such a situation would seem a particularly
h"ppy one, but despite these advantages Cernun-
nos remains one of the most enigmatic figures
of Celtic religion" Discussions concerning his
origin and his meaning have been both varied
and heated. This divinity who could retain so

much of his initial character under the impact
of Roman symbolism appealed strongly to the
imaginations of French archaeologists of the
nineteenth century and many catalogues of the
known representations were compiled, one after
tle other, as new monuments continued to be
discovered. One of the most recent collections
(1934) is that of Ra;'mond Lantier,rr who
isolated the cross-legged pose as the basis for
his catalogue and eonsequently omitted many
images'which can be identified as Cernunnos but
which do not conforrn to that attitude; by the
same token, a number of Lantier's listings can-
not be included under Cernunnos. The realm of
interpretation s&w even greater activity. Work-
ing in a maze of contradictory evidence, such
scholars as Salomon Reinach, Alexandre Ber-
trand, Robert Mowat and others expounded

their theories with impressive antiquarian erudi-
tion.

Iconographic interpretations which have been
ofrered range between the extremist poles of,
on the one hand, Ihe retardaloire romanticism
of Courcelle-Seneuil who, in discussing a bronze
statuette from Autun, (fig. 7)t, designated it a
personification of Mont Dore and called the two
serpents entwined about the waist symbols of
the two rivers which embrace that mountain,
to the scepticism of Lantier, on the other. The
latter concludes that the "dieu accroupi" is a
composite hybrid of multiple meanings and
functions and that no arbitrary hypothesis con-
cerning his signifieance can be accepted, that
each monument must be studied as an entity.r3
Lenormant and De Witte compared the Greek
Aetaeon and eccentric manifestations of Jupiter.ra
Arbois de Jubainville reeognized in Cernunnos
the Celtic god of the night, of death and evil,15
in contrast to those who saw in him and his
female partner the creators and nourishers of
mankind, of animals and of plants, great divini-
ties of generation and fecundity.to The name of
Dis Pater has been applied to him-following
Caesar's statement that the Celts believed
themselves descendants of that godrT-as it is
freely used for other Celtic deities such as the
god with a mallet,rs or the ram-headed serpent

Cernunnos appear to have been beardless (Val
Camonica, Gundestrup, etc.). fn any event, the coins
prove that the crossJegged posture was in use before
the Roman conquest.

10 See below, pp. l$-21, notes 38-46.
tt MonPiot 34 (f934) 35-d9. The most useful of

the earlier catalogrres is that of Reinach, Brorwes
fi,gur4s d,. l. Gaule rorna,ine (f894), 185-19?. Among
his errors is the inclusion of a relief from Rully
(Sadne-et-Ioire) which does not represent a horned
divinity (Esperandieu, hereafter cited as E, rrr, no.
2126).

tz Les dieuu gaulois d'aprbs les monuments fi,gur1s
(rerO) 26 f.

t3 Op, cit. 56-58.
L4 Elite iles monwnente cdramographiques e, BE7 ff.
16 Op. cit.885. Ifis comparison of the antlers with a

moon-crescent is patently invalid. Compare his paper
read April 25, 1883 (Buil. d,. I. soc. not- d,es antiquairee
de Franco) in which he argued for a division of Celtic
divinities into two groups, basing this distinction on
false analogies with frish mythology. The first group

would consist of the gods of life, the Tuatha d6 Danann
or solar gods; the second of the gods of death, ignorance
and night, giants called Fomorians in freland, Because
a twelfth century manuscript calls the father of one
of the latter Buar-ainech (bull-face), he affiliated him
with Cernunnos among the Celtic counterparts of
the Fomorians. The same author later (RA 1900, l,
pp. 66-74) presented an even more confusing theory-
see the discussion of the "Cluny altar" below, p. 31.
But the earlier theory has had more influence, and
Steuding's article in Roscher's Lexicon (1, pt. l, cols.
866 f.) perpetuates it.

16 Cf. G. Gassies, nEA 9 (190?) r85 f.; 864-368.
The desigration, Dis Pater, he qualifies conectly as
an ex post fa.clo identifcation due to Roman efforts of
assimilation.

r7 De bello gallico 6. 18: Galli se omnes ab Dite patre
prognatos praad,icant, idgue ab Druid,ibus proilitum
d,imnt.

18 The chief exponent of this point of view has been
II. Hubert, nA t9ti, l, pp. p6-89. See also, C.
Renel, Izs religinns ilela Gaule, gSZ-957"
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who is a frequent companion of Cernunnos.re
Others emphasiz6d the same fertility aspect,

but placed more stress upon specific dominion
over material wealth.2o Camille Jullian regarded
the divine partners as manifestations of local
springs" rivers and fountains, sharing in the
broad conception of Dis Pater and sprouting
antlers which parallel the bull's horns of classical
river gods.2l Bertrand called the divinity who
sits cross-legged in a sculpture from Saintes
(fig. 9) Geryon, while the latter became in his
synthesizing argument another form of Pluto,
i.e. Axiokersos of the Samothracian mystery
cult.22

In more modern literature few studies submit
interpretations of Cernunnos which are essen-

tially new. An imaginative theory of D. A.
MacKenzie carries earlier and more judicious
ideas of Sir John Rhys23 to a difrusionist formula-
tion of Buddhism transferred to the West.2a A
stimulating article written by Emile Kriiger just
before the war25 deals with the actual evidence in
exemplary fashion, although extreme selectivity
of material results in conclusions which are not
convincing to me. Approaching Cernunnos by
way of his holy animals, the stag and the bull,

which appear on only three of the monuments,26
Kriiger equates him with the Celtic war-god,
Teutates. This scholar's individual contributions
will be eonsidered in their proper places below.
The recent study of Celtic divinities by Pierre
Lambrechts eontains much valuable material on
Cernunnos, although his book as a whole tends to
syncretize the various deities of Gaul rather than
to define and distinguish them one from the
other. He examines separately the cross-legged
divinity, the god with the ram-serpent, and the
tricephalic deity as three regional manifestations
of one being of multiple functions and poorl.l'
defined nature identified as Esus-Teutates
(Mercury and Mars).27

Believing that it is possible to define Cernun-
nos more closely, both in his original form and in
transmutations under Roman influence, we shall
attempt a re-evaluation of the individual monu-
ments, beginning with pre-Roman examples or
those which date from the first years of Latin
hegemony in Gaul. Although in the conflicting
maze of local difierentiations there can be no
ultimate assurance that we shall be able to
arrive at a. true understanding of this god and
his cirele, at least certain aspects may be clarified.

le Reinach (Bronzes fi,g. 197) considered the ram-
serpent and the god with a mallet as two mutually
exclusive interpretations of Dis Pater, each confined
to separate geographical areas of Gaul.

20 R. Mowat, BuIl. |pigraph. d. l. Gazle I (1881)
lfg f. Cf. Drexel, Riim.-germ. Komm. Bericht 14

(rs22) 20.
21 REA I (1907) 85 f. (vs. Gassies). He compares

the ancient name of an afruent of the Meurthe which
is similar to Cernunnos (cf. Holder, l, col. 993).

22 L'autel ile Saintes et les triades gauloises (reprint
from .R.4 1880, 1, pp. 337-347;1880, 2, pp. r-18, ?0-
84), pp. 32 I. It is no longer possible to accept Ber-
trand's views on triads in Gallo-Roman religion, since
there is no fixed or stable combination of figures on
the monuments.

23 Celtic Heath,end,orn 77-99. He sought the origin of
Cernunnos in remote Aryan.mythology, which enabl:d
him to find parallels in Teutonic and frish legends.

2a Proceeilings of thc Soci.ety oJ Antiquaries of Scot-
land,, 63 (f 928-9) 196-213; Budd.hism in Pre-Christian
Britain, passim. fn the introdr'rction to the latter he
says: "... the squatting Celtic god Cernunnos, who
survives in Shakespeare as "Herne the Hunter," and
whose attributes were acquired by St. Kentigern . . .

is no other tha.n Virupaksha, a Hindu-Buddhist god of
the West-that is, a form of the Western Buddha,
Amida. . . . Like Virupaksha, Cernunnos grasps in
his left hand a horned snake which is the Naga . . . of
a Hindu cult absorbed by the Northern Buddhists-
the Naga which was the prototype of the Chinese
dragon. As is shown, the horned god, Cernunnos, is
himself a "Naga king" who controls the water supply,
renders the land fertile, and promotes the welfare of
human beings in this world and the next."

25 Germania 23 (1939) 251-262.
26 On the Gundestrup cauldron where the bull is

subordinate to the deer and is accompanied by other
animals such as dolphins, wolves etc.; the stele from
Reims (fig. l3), and the relief in Luxembourg (Cata-
logue C, no. 7), both of which are late examples
among monuments of Cernunnos' cult.

27 See note l. This study also includes catalogues
of the pertinent monuments, but, since interpretation
conditions the selection of representations in research
of this kind, I have appended my own catalogue of
Cernunnos images to this article. The relation of the
three-headed Celtic god to Cernunnos will be clarified
below.
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Among the representations of Cernunnos whieh Beside the large divinity stands a much smaller
belong in the realm of unadulterated Celtic art, nude figure with upraised arms and emphatic
and are therefore our most significant evidenee genitalia. The interpretation of this subsidiary
for his original meaning, the rock carving of Val figure as a worshipper seems justified,sr and in his
Camonica is unique.2E It is the only known image phallic character lies a substantial clue to the
of the divinity which ean be dated in the first La nature of "the Horned One." In this instance
Tdne period and is also unparalleled in portray- Cernunnos would represent a god of fertility,
ing him as a tall, draped figure standing in an not merely in an abstract sense of flourishing
oron.s pose. This primitive standing type does nature, but also in a specific reference to human
survive in a few isolated monuments of the fecundity and generation. We are, then, in the
Roman period, however.2e Here at least two, presence of an already developed concept which
and probably three, of his later charaeteristies must have had its inception in worship of the
are alreadyclearlyvisible: the prominentantlers stag as a symbol of abundance.s2 The stag god
and a torque worn high on his right arm. Even is probably the result of anthropomorphization
more far-reaching in its implications is the of an animal divinity whose origin is lost in the
blurred attribute appended to his left arm. This penumbra of the Celtic past, in the nomadic,
does not represent, as Jacobsthal believes,3o a aniconic existence before their arrival in Western
second torque together with a "bird," but a Europe and North Italy.sa
horned serpent. There can be no doubt about the There eould be no more suitable animal
interpretation if one consults the best photo- chosen as a symbol of the generative forces of na-
graphs; the only question is whether the horns ture than this cervine creature that must have
are those of a ram or not. In any case, this ser- been of overwhelming economic importance to
pent foreshadows the ram-headed serpent which a forest-dwelling people. Even among the Greeks
is a common adjunct to Cernunnos on Gallo- and Romans it is the stag or deer whieh is the
Roman monuments. sacred animal of Diana-Artemis, the goddess of

2t Ht: 0.95 m. Altheim and Trautmann, RM lggg,
pp. l-13, pl. r. Jacobsthal, .IfiS 28 (f938) 65-69 with
bibl., pl. xr, L; Early Celtic Art 1, p. 3; 2, pl.2L7 a.

2e See Catalogue A, nos. 6 and 7, Catalogue C, no. 4.
30 JRS 1938, 65 f. Altheim (op. cil. B f.) refuted

Jacobsthal and suggested a serpent instead; he did
not mention the horns, however, For the clearest
photograph, see Altheim and Trautmann, Die Welt
sl,s Geschichte 3,1937, fig. 3. The horns are there quite
obvious.

3t RM 1939,2.
fl For so-called totemism and theriolatry among the

Celts, see Lambrechts, opt. cit. 27, n. 5 (bibl.); also,
Renel, tres rel'igions ile la Gaule, indices; Reinach,
Reaue celt'ique 1900, 969-306 (Cultes, rnythns et re-
li.sions [1905] r 3G-78).

33 It must be noted here that there are advocates
of a Paleolithic survival to explain Cernunnos, urging
a connection with the Magdalenian painting in the
cave, Trois Frdres, which shows & sorcerer wea,ring
the skin and antlers of a stag; cf. Lambrechts, op. cil.
163; MacKenzie, Proceailingc 208. Dr. Alfred Salmony
has suggested to me a modification of this theory:
if it is aecepted, one must a-ssume that the antler
motive lived on in the art of .the steppe people, who
carried it into China and at the same time bequeathed

it to the Celts. He has drawn my attention to scat
tered monuments which might bear out such an ex-
planation. The Scythian burial at Pazirik in the Altai
(Griaznov, AJA 37 [1933] 38 f., figs. 1?-19) and rhe
antlered horse masks discovered there would represent
the same concepts as a wooden antlered demon from
Chang-sha (J. H. Cox, Ethib. of AnL fr. Chang-sha
[Yale Univ. 1939] 4 f., fig. 1;cf. Mizuno, T6h6 Gabuh|
[Kyoto, Oct., 1937] 238, fig.7) or two gold "shaman,,
crowrs from Silla in Korea with tree and antler decora-
tion that indicates Siberian connections (Seoul Mu-
seum. Hentze, dstasiat. Ztscb.19 (tggg) 156-16g with
bibl.). On the other hand, if there are definite connec-
tions between Scythian and Chinese stag symbolism
and the ritual use of antlers, there still remains a
formidable lacuna between the Paleolithic example,
which is unique, and the art of the steppe nomads.
The material seems too fragmentary to support the
ideal diffusion outlined above, and for the Celtic
phenomenon one can as well argue for an independent
evolution, particularly when the wide incidence of
adrtlered human masks in the Moundbuilder cultures
of the United States (Kelemen, Meilieval American
Art 2, pl. 27la; Shetrone, Mounil-buil.d,ers, fig. Lel)
plove that peoples with similar environmental com-
pulsions may achieve identical imagery.
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woodlands and wild creatures as well as the
patroness of women in childbirth.3a Nilsson, in
his study of the origin of the Christmas festival,sE
has shown that in the late antique period and
in the early Middle Ages animal masking became
a constant feature of the holiday, being confined
significantly to Celtic lands. The chief animals
imitated by the mummers were the stag, the
calf, and the heifer (the two latter obviously of
most importance to a settled people).36 To this
he adduces a quotation from a letter written by
Abbot Aldhelm of Malmesbury in respeet to the
worship of stags in temples among the insular
Celts: zbd prid,em, eiwilem neJand,ae natricis
ermuli (sic) certsuli que uuila Janis colebantur.
stolid,itate in proJan'is, aersa a'ice d,'iscipulorum
gurgwtia (imo ahnae oraminum aedes) architecti
ingenin fabro caniluntur.sT This zoomorphic back-
ground will become more explicit in the consider-
ation of other early representations of Cernun-
nos.

When, after a long interval without preserved
representations, the stag god once again appears
in late La Tine art, his cross-legged pose has
been crystallized, although he remains beard-
less. The famous interior plaque of a silver caul-
dron found at Gundestrup, Jutland (fig. 3)38

shows him in the "tailors' seat." The hieratic

pose of his arms recalls the so<alled orans abti-
tude of the Val Camonica fig,r"", as does the
presence of two torques, one worn about his
neck and the other held in his right hand. He has
discarded his long chiton in favor of a close-fitting
garment with long sleeves and short trousers. In
his left hand Cernunnos holds the ram-headed
serpent who is to be his frequent companion in
the future; there is no longer any question as to
the shape of his horns. Beside the divinity stands
his archetype, a stag whose antlers are repeated
in his own. Other smaller and less important
animals-bulls, griffins, a hyena, and a dolphin
ridden by a small, nude figure-are scattered
through the field. Cernunnos is thus character-
ized as lord of the animals; only the bull and the
stag survive in a limited number of Gallo-Roman
monuments,

The most important problems raised by this
repouss6e plaque are the origin of the "posture
accroupie" and the meaning of the ram-serpent.
But it is first necessary to adduce a brief note
on the date and provenance of this provocative
work. The chronological range of the dates
proposed for it encompasses ten centuries, from
the fourth century B.c. to the sixth century
e.n.3e There is no less variety in the theories
concerning the location of the workshop which

34 Frazer, Gol.dan Bough,s 1, first chapters.
3s Anw r9 (1916-19) 7r-77.
36 Proof that it is the stag who is most character-

istic of this mummery is provided by Nilsson's texts,
whiclr express the custom as ceraulum et oetulum

Jamre, or in ceroulo et oetula uadere,
37 Fl. second half of the seventh century. Migne,

Pat. \at.89.98.
3E Copenhagen, National Museum (reconstructed).

Discovered in 1891. Repouss6 silver plaques of a
votive cauldron 0.69 m. in diameter and 0.42 m. deep.
There is a round plaque which formed the bottom of
the vessel; its major element is a large bull, seen from
above, whose free-standing horns (now lost) were in-
serted into the relief. There are five interior reliefs
showing cult scenes and seven erterior plaques (an
eighth is missing) which represent busts of gods and
goddesses. The latter were gilded and had inlaideyes
of blue paste. For theories that these busts may be
identified with the divinities of the days of the week,
see below, pp. 37-38 and note 149. Reinach, R6p. l, pp.
141-150. The best illustrations are to be found in W.
A. von Jenny, Keltische Metnllarbeiten, pls. 20-27, I

(Cernunnos plaque, pl. 2 ), The plaques measure 0.21-
22 m.by 0.24-26 m.

3e Fourth to third century s.c.: C. Kijnen, BonnJbb
f02 (f898) 160-162; followed by S. Loeschke, Rijnt,.-
germ. Karrespond,enzblatt 3 (f gf0) 45.

Second century a.c.: Shetelig and Falk, Scandi-
nnv'inn Archaeology (1937) 402.

First century r.c.: Drexel, JdI 30 (1915) 1-36. S.

Miiller, "Det storer Soelukar fra Gundestrup i
Jylland," Nordiske Forti.ilsrniniler 2, 1892, dated it
at the very end of the first century n.c.; later (Nor-
d,isclw Altertumshunile 2 [f898] f60-f74) he decided
upon the first or second century a.o,; finally, he re-
verted to his original position, placing it at the turn
of the millenniumin Urgeschichte Europas (1905) 167 f.

First century e.o": Bertrand., La religion iles Gaulois
363-380; RA L893, l, pp. 283-291. Jullian, REA l0
(1908) 70-75. E. Cartailhac, L'anthropol,ogie 5 (1894)
93-95 (probably beginning of our era, at the latest in
the first century).

Second to third century e.o.: G. Kossinna, Mannus
9 (1910) 203-205; A. Voss, Festschrift Ad,olf Bastian
(Berlin, f896) 413; H. Hahne, Das vorgeschi.chtliche
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produced the cauldron.ao It is not possible to
enter into detailed analysis of these diverse
hypotheses. The conclusions of Friedrich Drexel
are most acceptable and generally agreed upon
today. Relationships to Pontic art pointed out
by Drexel and Reinachar-although the latter
insists upon a date in the early MiddleAges-
and many obvious borrowings from both classi-
cala2 and Scytho-Sarrnatianas art, establish that

the Celtic atelier responsible for this rema.rkable
work was situated in the general area of the
Black Sea, whence it would have been exported
to the North. Certain internal details-for ex-
ample, in one scene whieh represents a procession
of warriors, the horsemen wear spurs, objects of
material culture which did not corire into use
until the late La Tine periodaa - preelude a
dating before the late seconcl or first century

Europa 71; Schumacher, Verzei.chnis d,er Germanen-

Darstellungen (Mainz, 1910) pp. 78-80, no. ph. 30;
followed by F. Behn, Mainzer Ztschr. T (1912) 39. The
foundation for these datings are a group of "Wochen-
gdttervasen" which have been dated in the third
century e.o. If they are actually of that period, they
follow the Celtic stylistic traditions seen in the
Gundestrup l'essel. The scholars listed here accept
Miiller's comparison with these later monuments, as

well as his identifieation of the Gundestrup divinities
with the days of the week. This scarcely seems valid
in view of the original number of plaques (eight).
Schumacher and Behn must resort to an "older
prototype" to explain the purely Celtic objects of
material culture represented.

5th to 6th century e.o.: Reinach has often insisted
upon a Viking origin for the Gundestrup cauldron (see

in particular Reoue celtique 25 [1904J 208-224). He
maintains that the elephants which flank onegoddess
(von Jenny, pl. 26) reflect late antique ivory diptyclx
and that the griffin type is very close to those in the
Norman reliefs of Bayeux Cathedral. Reinach over-
looks the fact that myriad steppe motives and stylistic
details persisted for centuries in the art of the migra-
tions, and thus found their way into Viking and even
Romanesque art. f am grateful to Dr. Salmony for
having made many demonstrations of such survivals
clear to me.

For a summary of these attempts at dating the
lrssel, together with other less important references,
see the excellent article by Drexel, op. cit, 2-3,

a0 Until the publication of Drexel's article, it was
generally considered to have been produced in the
region where it was found, Jutland. Following
Miiller, most scholars attributed it to the Cimbrians
and their Germanic religion, despite such exclusive
Celtic traits as the torques, to mention only one-
Bertrand, op. cit.283-291; Jullian, loc. cit.; R. Forrer,
Lirgeschichte iles Europii.ers 547 f .

{r l)rexel, op. cit. 12 ff. He suggests that the Scordisci
may have been responsible for the work. Reinach,
Bull. arch6ol.1895, 4f f.

A. Voss (on. cit.367414) considered the cauldron a
Pontic work, but attempted to relate it to the doc-

trines of Mithraism; O. Wulff, Jahrbuch d. k. preuss.

Kunstsarnml. 24 (f903) 2L4-241, follows this inter-
pretation.

Drexel's theories are now generally accepted-cf.
the handbook of Shetelig and Falk 189.

An interesting addition to the bibliography cited
is the Buddhist interpretation of Japetus S. Steen-
slrup, Kongeligt Dansk Y i.d,enskabernes Selskab Skritter
(Raekke 6, Hist-fi1.-Afd.) 3, no. 4. He appears as a
nineteenth century intellectual forerunner of Mac-
Kenzie.

a2 Among the most obvious are the little figure riding
a dolphin on the Cernunnos plaque, a group of
"Hercules" fighting a lion, a winged horse, and a
hippocamp, as well as one female divinity holding a
bird who seems derived from an ancient Aphrodite
type.

a3 Elements such as the pock-marked bodies of
certain animals, the griffin's wings set on backwards,
and striations in alternate directions. Celtic art is in
general very rich in steppe elements, among them
contorted animals with foliate lips, faceted planes, and
technical peculiarities of gold filigree work, features
absorbed by Celtic tribes which came in contact with
the Sarmatians and were ultimately accepted by their
kinsmen in the West. Again, I am indebted to Dr.
Salmony for having pointed out to me many facets
of this phenomenon.

aa For example, in one scene which represents a
procession of warriors.(von Jenny, pl. 23), the horse-
men wear spurs, objects of material culture which did
not come into use until the late La Tine period-
Drexel, op. cit. 7-8. The subject matter is another
proof of the Celtic origin of the work, since it refers to
a sacrifice to Teutates, the large priest thrusting a
figure head down into a deep bowl seeming almost an
illustration to the text of a scholiast on Lucan:
Teutates Mercurius sic apuil Gallos placatur; in plenum
semicupium horno in caput demittitur, ut ibi sufocetur.
Drexel (p. 1l) also cites this passage, but does not dis-
cuss the problem of an incorrect identification with
Mercury. In recent years it has become increasingly
clear through inscriptions and monuments that
Teutates is to be regarded as the Celtic equivalent to
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s.c. On the other hand, those who see elements
of the Middle Ages in the style cannot explain
the survival of purely Celtic features of costume
and equipmentaE by a persistent tradition of
Celtic mythology. The most satisfactory dating
is that educed by Drexel, from 100 n.c. to 50
e.n., with a preference for the earlier part of this
period.6

There have been many and varied discussions
concerning the ultimate source of the "tailors'
seat" and the explanation for the occurrence of
the motive in Gallo-Roman sculpture. Expo-
nents of a theory of purely autonomous develop-
ment follow the argument of Robert MowataT
who, proposing the term "posture ga,uloise" to
replace "posture indienne" or "bouddhique"
current in the nineteenth century, explained it
as a fortuitous result of the fact, attested by
Strabo and Diodorus Siculus,as that the ancient
Gauls were accustomed to sit upon the ground
rather than upon stools or chairs. He maintained
that the adaptation of this national characteristic
to Cernunnos was understandable within an

identifieation of the god with Dis Pater, men-
tioned by Caesar as the divine ancestor of the
Celts.4e In recent years Mowat has been followed
by Jacobsthal,so by Lambrechts,6l and by
Drexel,52 who imagines that a Greek artist
created the Cernunnos image for the Celts,
utilizing a posture which he assoeiated with the
"barbarianso' as well as antlers borrowedfrom
Actaeon, the Greek hero whose transformation
into a stag is symbolized by this detail. Such
transference from an alleged ethnological pecu-
liarity cannot be accepted in art-historical terms,
particularly when our catalogue indicates that
the pose cannot be proved exclusive to Cernun-
nos or when one of the earliest representations
of the god, the rock carving of Val Camonica,
does not show it.

A group of modern studies carries on the nine-
teenth century researches of A. Bertrand,ss
who was the most vociferous advocate of direct
or indirect influence from India, not merely
confining this influence to the artistic realm5a

but seeing in the "Buddhist" pose an attitude

Mars. This assimilation of a native god to more than
one Roman divinity is, however, typical for Gaul and
Germany, as will be indicated below.

a5 Namely, in the procession of warriors, the carnyx,
the horned helmets, and the shields-Drexel, p. 11.

Bertrand utilized analogies with the armor reliefs on
the arch at Orange as support for his theory of
Cimbrian origin for the Grrndestrup vessel, studying
the arms and claiming that only the Cimbrians con-
tinued to use this type, which was accepted by the
Romans as Gaulish equipment par ezcellence-RA
1894, I, pp. 152-169"

aG Op. cit. 14-18. Ife compares three silver phalerae
which he connects with the Temple of Artemis Tauro-
polus in Comana Pontica and with dedications by
Mithradates Eupator. In the Vienna Hofmuseum is a
fragmentary silver sheet from a find in Csora, Sieben-
biirgen. Other objects in the find suggest a date about
the turn of the Christian era. The two figures repre-
sented on this piece bear some relation to the Gunde-
strup divinities (ibid.8); the style is cruder, however,
and cannot be used as an absolute ehronological in-
dication for the Gundestrup cauldron. Cf. Petersen,
Archaeologiai flrtesitd 1893, f 99-202.

a7 Bull.6pisr. | (1881) 116; 3 (1883) 171 f.
a8 Strabo 4. 4. 3; Diodorus 5. 28, 4.
ae At the end of the present article relationships

to Dis Pater will be approached from an entirely
different direction.

50 Early Celtic Art I, p. 6, citing If. Mobius AM 50
(19,25) 47.

5L Op. cit. 60.
52 Rdm.-germ. Komm. Bericht 14 (1922) 20.
53 fi,4 1880, 2, p. 37; ibid.. 7882, 7, p. 322. Cf . H.

Galiment, Reaue mensuelle d,e l'6cole d'anthropologie d,e

Paris 6 (1896) 45-50, who argues against Bertrand.
In the main, he follows Mowat, but pleads for a more
general term than his "posture gauloise,"

5{ At about the same date, Gaidoz called attention
(fi.4 f881, 1, pp. 193-300) to Bactrian coins of the
first century 8.c., on which King Maues and his suc-
cessors are represented in the same cross-legged pos-
ture; these he offered as the numismatic mediators
between India and Gaul. With the Bactrian examples
he compared as a direct imitation the Celtic coin type
already mentioned (see note 9), going so far as to
accept the boar on the reverse as a barbarian degenera-
tion of an elephant on the Bactrian prototypes!
A similar and even more far-fetched explanation was
offered by E. Fourdrignier, Bull. d. L soc. d,'anthro-
pologie de Paris 10 (1899) 149-150, 160-162. For the
Celtic coin he sought a prototype in coins of Caesar
with an elepha.nt raising its trunk. The Celts, he be-
lieved, made the elephant into a boar, taking his
trunk a.nd putting it into the ffeld above him (the
horned serpent!).

For the Bactrian coins, see A. von Sallet, ZJN 6
(1879) 165-231, 271411. The type begins with Maues
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perhaps required in certain mystery rites intro-
duced into Gaul at some undetermined date.

Among more recent heirs to this line of investi-
gation is G. Supka,s whose article on Buddhist
motives in the art of the migrations period in-
cludes discussion of two of our monuments, a
statuary group from Saintes (figs. 9-10) and a
copper statuette from Bouray (fig. 2).* His com-
parison of the latter with a Gupta piece of 448
.1..n. ("not much later") is a result of Supka's
misunderstanding of the primitive character of
provincial art for "Late Antique" abstraction.
The Bouray statuette retains so much of pure
La Tdne style, particularly in the head with its
hair combed down evenly in all directions from a
central point and the swelling of the individual
hatched locks,67 that it cannot be dated very far
into the Roman period.

The most impressive exponent of the theory of

OF ARCHAEOLOGY

Indian origin for the "tailors' seat" is Hans
Berstl, who has traced an alleged westward
difrusion of the "yogi motive" about the turn of
the Christian era.58 The most valuable contiibu-
tion of his study has been a clarification of the
role played by certain Graeco-Egyptian terra-
cottas in the spread of the cross-legged pose into
Gaul. Late Hellenistic and Roman figurines
illustrate the use of this posture for "Klage-
frauen,"il for female figures who often holcl
grapes and a pomegranate,60 or for representa-
tions of Isis nursing Horusor of which similar
examples are known from ateliers in Gaul.
Although all these terracottas belong in the
realm of minor, and more or less folk art, it is
entirely possible that the motive existed in more
monumental art within the complex of the
mystery cults of Demeter in Greece and of Isis in
Egypt.ut Whether or not these Egyptian statu-

c. 100 n.c. (?) and culminates in the coins of King
Kanishka. The pose seems to be a royal symbol until
Kanishka's mintings appear with the representation
of Buddha. Buddha was first represented anthro-
pomorphically after the first century e.o., but many
scholars, including Berstl, assume that his character-
istic posture had its prototypes in figures of teachers
and in the long history of the yogi pose for contempla-
tion. The main art historical argument for these
theories seems to be the "artistic intensity of later
India"n monuments"-Berstl, Jahrbuch d. asintisch.
Kunst | (1924) 168" On the origin of the Buddha
image, see Coomaraswamy, Art Bulletin I (L926-27)
287-328, who reproduces all the coins in question.
Coomaraswamy argues against the over-emphasis on
Greek stimulation of India.n art aS contained in the
works of Foucher.

55 Monatshefte f . Kun"stwiss, 10 (191?) 2L7-237; pls.
24-32.

56 This he compares with a Graeco-Buddhist work o{
"about" the first century e,,o., a statuary group from
Sahri-Bahlol which represents Kuwera, a god of wealth
who holds a purse, and H6riti, a goddess of plenty and
of childbirth. The India.n sculpture does indeed bear
a strong similarity, only one of the many striking
analogies between Gallo-Roman art and the art of
India for which no satisfactory explanation has yet
been offered (cf. Foucher, "Le couple tut6laire dans la
Gaule et dans l'Inde," RA L912,2, pp.34l-349). The
chronological priority would appear to be with Gaul;
Supka's lack of knowledge of Gallo-Roman art or its
chronology invalidates his conclusions of Indian in-
fluence. Furthermore, he tortures not only chronology

but style as well in defining the Bouray statuette as a
pa"sticcio which combines a Buddhist torso, carried
from India into Gaul, with a "Gaulish" head (op. cit.
219-220. Cf. H. de Villefosse in MLmoires il. I. soc. nat.
iles antiquaires ile Franre 72 [lSl2] 246). There is
nothing in this figure of the rich, amorphous plasticity
of Indian sculpture, whereas the proportion of head
to body, the flatness of the torso, or the patterned in-
cision of buttocla and shoulder-blades can be closely
paralleled in Celtic work.

67 For the hair style, one may compare various
decorative masks on La Tdne vessels or appliqu6
plaques-Jacobsthal, Celtic Art, plates. One of the
most salient characteristics of Celtic ornament is the
plastic swelling of individual elements in precisely
this manner.

68 Jb. asinl. Kurct 1924, 165-190; pls. 99-106.
5e One example cited by Berstl, in Frankfurt, bears

a striking resembla,nce to the Celtic coin type already
mentioned, with its hands raised to its hair. See
Kaufmann, Koroplastik, pl. 3?, fig. 297, p. 115. He
calls it a "Kinder-orans" and states that the type,
naked as well as clothed, appears in the Fayrrm from
at least the beginning of the third century r.c.

60 Weber, Dia iiggpt.-grinch. Terrakotten (Berlin)
pls. 22 f., nos. 2l$-20, 222-26,228-29,231, 233. These
figurines seem to belong, in the main, to Roman times.

61 Berstl reproduces an excellent example bl. 103,
3). Cf. J. Vogt, Tenahotten . . . Samml. Errut von
Sieglin, pt. 2, pl. vrrr, 3-4. A similar tppe is used for
Bubastis.

62 One recalls a small frieze in the House of the
Dioscuri at Pompeii which shows Demeter seated in
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ettes depend upon fndia, as Berstl contends, and sacred enclosure.
despite the documented penetration of the Isis Salomon Reinach was the first to date these
cult into Gaul and Germany,os there is evidence sculptures in the fifth century 8"c.,68 and on the
that the influences which acted on Cernunnos basis of their stylistic peculiarities founded his
representations antedate considerably such modi- theory that "le pose accroupi" was infused into
fications. both Indian and Celtic uri by archaic fonian

Crucial monuments in this entire problem are prototypes.oe Although these particular statues
statuary fragments from La Roquepertuse, near are without precise analogies, there is consider-
Yelaux in southern'France.Ga If these statuesos ablejustificationforReinach'schronology.Other
do not represent Cernunnos, they must be con- sculptures from the precinct are consistent with
nected with his cult. It is possible that they are better known categories of early La Tdne monu-
figures of priests seated in the cross-legged pose mental style; the pottery of the site has been
which their divinity normally assumed. The dated from c. 600 to the second century r.c. (no
portico of the sanctuary displays sculptures of difierentiation has been made, however, between
decapitated heads walled into niches in its pil- finds from the sanctuary itself and from the
lars,66 a feature which seems eminently suited to remainder of the plateau);7' and the swastika
the decoration of a precinct of a chthonic god ornament is a common motive of the geometric
such as Cernunnos will be shown to be. Paintings wave which enjoyed prolonged popularity in
of birds, fish, horses, plants, and other ornaments later decorative art. A deg.ee of C.""t influence
on the same pillars are more consistent with his is no less supportable,zr nor is it surprising in
fertility aspects.oT In the absenle of their heads, this regi<in u.outra the fonian colony of Massalia.
however, one cannot be certain of the identifica- Acroteria on two of the statue bas". a.e tangible
tion of the crossJegged figures set up within the details,T2 and there is something in the plastic

a modified crossJegged pose near a well and receiving
water from a shepherd-Curtius, ll/andmalerei, fig,
f8f ("die irrende Demeter"). This painting is often
referred to as "The Return of Odysseus," an inter-
pretation patently inconsistent with the representa-
tion.

63 Berstl, op, cit. 167 and note 6. Cf. A. Erman, Die
iigypt. Religion 254-255; H. Schaaffhausen, Bonner
Jahrb.76 (f883) 3l-69. ft is generallyconsidered that
the Isis cult was introduced via Marseille and made
its way up the Rhone valley to the Rhineland, where
Tacitus already documents its presence in the early
first century a.o.

6a See our catalogue B, no 5. The best reproductions
are to be found in Jacobsthal, ECA 2, pls. 3-4, no.4,
A-C. In the text (pp. 5 f.) he presents a valuable sum-
mation of previous discussions,

65 Bertrand assigned these squatting images to his
sphere of Indian influence about the date of Christ's
birth, citing not only the pose but also the "blessing"
gesture of the hand and the swastika ornament (r?l
1882, t, pp. 321 fr.). Although the sanctuary and its
monuments plead for renewed study, investigations
which have been made indicate that these statues
date well before the crystallization of the "yogi" pose
in fndian sculpture, even if this can be accepted for
the third century r.c. with Berstl and Coomaraswamy.

66 Lantier, AA 44 (t929) zgt, Cf. Gerin-Ricard,

Prooincia, 8 (f998) p. 58. Benoit, L'art primitif
mliliterranien 34-86 and plates. For the cult of the
decapitated head in Gaul, see Reinach, Reauo celtique
1913, 98-60, 959-286, with literary sources cited
(note particularly Livy ZB.2A and CIL Xn LO77).

67 Lantier, op. cit. 286, fig.2.
68 CRAI 190r, 1, p. 281. Cf. Lantier, op. cit. Z87:

between fifth and seeond century n.c.
ae Cultes, mythes 4 pp. 64-66. Reinach had pre-

viously (Bronzes fi4. lZ, l9l) admitted influence from
the Egyptian seribe-god, Imhotep, although there
could be no connection in concept or meaning be-
tween Egyptian scribes and Cernunnos.

For theories of "Celto-Ligurian" or ..Greco-

Ligurian" style in connection with these statues and
others from southern France, see Reinach, C.RI.I
1901, 281; Gerin-Ricard and d'Agnel, Antiquit\s . . .

Vall\e d,e I'Arc en Prooence, passim; Esperandieu,
MonPiot 30 (f 929) 6$-?6; and, especially, the recent
study by Benoit,'opt. cit., for the stylistic community
of Spain, southern France, and Italy.

70 Gerin-Ricard, Prooinci,a 1928, 58" Cf. Benoit, op.
cit. 28, for the opinion that the sanctuary of Roque-
pertuse is not earlier than the fourth or even third
century B.c.

7t Jacobsthal, ECA 3" He also dates the sanctuary
in the fourth century r.c.

72 lbid. 6. Lantier, AA 1929, 986.
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yet unarticulated volumes of these figures which
corresponds to Ionic archaic style. Reinach's
hypothesis is supported by minor finds within the
regions dominated by Eastern Greek civilization
which reveal the crosslegged pose or modifica-
tions of it. Tenaeottas from Cyprus,73 Cyre-
naica,Ta and Punie Carthage,Ts however, indicate
that a Phoenecian stratum underlay the "fonic"
development. On the other hand, it is true that
one cannot point to a single example of the pose
in monumental Greek sculpture of any period.76

To my mind, the most judicious explanation
of the parallels between India and Gaul in the
matter of the crossJegged pose would be as
follows. A hieratic use of the posture is docu-
mented for the early dynasties of Ur.77 Seals and
other objeets of minor art from both Sumer and
such Indian sites as Harappa and Mohenjo-
daro illustrate the diffusion of the motive in the
Indo-Sumerian art of the third millennium.T8
Once introduced into India it probably persisted
in those spheres indicated by Coomaraswamy

until its adoption for ofrcial Buddha images in
the first century e.o. From the same.Near East-
ern tradition the motive may have both spread
into Egypt and survived to form one of the
oriental elements in the Phoenecian-fonic art
which Reinach cites. In any case, it is clear that
it is not to India that one must turn for the
sources of Cernunnos' posture. When the
archaeology of the Celtic kingdom established
in Galatia in the third century s.c. is scientifically
explored, new light may be cast on other enig-
matic relationships between the later art of
Gaul and India and potential artistic currents
flowing from West to East.

The second problem posed by the Gundestrup
cauldron is the significance of the ram-headed
serpent. This vessel provides our mostexplicit
evidence that the hybrid reptile, although he
frequently accompanies Cernunnos, is more than
an attribute of that divinity and cannot be eon-
tained exclusively within his religious circle.Te
Two other interior plaques show the same

73 Winter, T11pen 2, pl. 11, no. 7. See also, Collignon,
Hist. sc. gr. l, p. 15, 69. 4. A modification of the cross-
legged pose, based on prototypes in Eglptian art,
is very common in Cypriote figurines: the right leg is
llent under the body in approved fashion, but the left
is more vertical-E. Curtius, Atlas, Cesnola Coll. l,
pl. 130-132; 2, pl. 36, 44. The same posture is seen
in reliefs from Carthage (see below, note 75), and is
not absent among the "statues accroupies" published
by Esperandieu (cf. E. rr, no. 1626, a statuette in
stone from Vichy in the Museum of Moulins).

7a Winter, op. cit. 2, pl. 270,3 (a child with crossed
legs and raised arms, in the Louwe).

75 Reinach (review, RA 1884, 2, p. 385, of E. de
Ste-Marie, Mission d, Carthage) mentions a figurine ol
a woman seated cross-legged, holding grapes in one
hand and a dove in the other. A partial tailors' seat is
seen in votive stelae from Carthage which represent
a nude child holding an "apple" (the object seems
rather to be a disc and crescent, a motive which ap-
pears in the pedirnents of these small reliefs). One of
these bears an inscription to the great Tanit and to
Baal Ammon-Berger, Muste . . . d,e Carthage (Mus.
et coll. de I'AIg6rie, 8), pl. r, 4; p. 13, no. 6.

76 A life-size statue of a squatting "slave" dis-
covered at Halicarnassos was certainly not executed
for the Mausoleum in the fourth century 8.c., as
Mobius has maintained, (AM 4r [1916] 209 I.; ibid,.
50 [1995] 45-50). His fourth century dating follows
that of Maiuri; a more convincing suggestion, in view

of the insensitive repetition of drapery folds and em-
phasis upon patterned contrasts of light and shade, is
that of Karo (AM 45 [7920] 160), who places it in the
second century e.o. The statue is of island marble and
measures 0.77 m. in beight.

ft is interesting to note that Pan, one Greek divinity
who is comparable to Cernunnos in his resistance to
anthropomorphization, is shown seated cross-legged
on certain Attic fourth century nymph reliefs: Ilissos
relief in Berlin (Beschreibung, no. 709; Rodenwaldt,
AM 37 ll9l2l 147, fig. a); Parnes relief (Svoronos,
Nat.-Mus.1, pl. 74, no. 1448). Mobius (AM 192i, 45)
cites these, together with an example from Vari
where the legs are not crossed.

77 Woolley, Deoelopment of Sumerian Art., p. 90 f .i
his plate 47a reproduces the first dynasty statue of
Kurlil in the British Museum (Budge, Guid,e 57, pl.
xxu).

78 An interesting blue faience tablet from lVfohenjo-
daro is published by Marshall , Annual Report,
Archaeologbal Suney of Ind,ia192+-25,61 f. Ife argues
that it represents a deity rather than a king, because
the crossJegged figure is flanked by two worshippers
and there is a snake beside him.

7e Cf, Reinach, Bronzes f,g.l95 ff,, with a catalogue
of the major monuments. Elsewhere (R.4 1891, l"
pp. f-6; 1897, 2, pp. 3f5-326) he contended that on a
much disputed "altar" from Mavilly (D III, no. 906?)
the ram-serpent represented with twelve gods of the
Roman pantheon stands for the entire Celtic pan-
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composite serpent; in one instance he is associ-
ated with a god who holds the sacred cosmic
wheel,8o in another with a sacrifice and procession
of warriors which relate to Teutates.sr Among
Gallo-Roman monuments the same animal is
twice represented with the Celtic Mars or a
person in military dress,82 and several times as

an attribute of Mercury.s He appears alone as

an heraldic symbol on certain Celtic coins dis-
covered in Wiirttemberg, Bavaria, Saxony and
Bohemia.Ea Forrer illustrates examples which
indicate that the obverses of these concave, gold
coins originally bore imitations of the likeness
of Philip of Macedon, but that the portrait was
gradually eliminated in successive castings.ss In a
monograph on the type written in the 1860's,E6

Streber classified the impressions known at that
time, dividing them into seven major groups. fn
the first group belong those with the device of a
large serpent coiled about the outer circumfer-
ence of the coin, a serpent with the head either
of a lion or, more usually, of a ram.

From these various advices it appears that
the ram-serpent is an independent Celtic divinity
or semi-divinity which may share in the cult of

several other gods. Its meaning is certainly to
be sought in the chthonic sphere, since the snake
is the animal par ercellence of the underworld
among myriad peoples and theological systems.
It is also probable that in Gaul "the ram was
associated as a sacrificial animal with the cult
of fire on the hearth, and by an easy transition
was connected with the cult of the dead there."87
Ram figurines are found in ancient tombs and
frequent among Celtic remains in Gaul are clay
andirons which terminate in rams' heads.8E The
combination of ram and serpent is, then, an
entirely logical syncretism which produced a
chthonic emblem for the Celts. Its association
with Cernunnos on the Gundestrup plaque is
our first intimation of a second aspect of that
divinity which will be fully elaborated in dis-
cussion of the monuments of the Roman period:
his dominion over the world of the dead.

On the other hand, the ram's head probably
has implications of fertility too. The ancient
Greek reverence of the ram in Arcadiase and its
adaptation as the cult animal of Hermes may be
rooted in something deeper than mere animal
husbandry. One wishes that Pausanias had felt

theon. The interpretation of the other figures is de-
bated, however, and there is little justification for this
assumption.

Eo von Jenny, pl. 25.
et lbid,. pl.23. See above, note 44.
82 On the Mavilly altar cited above, and on a stele

from Vignory in the Langres Museum (E IV, no.
3219). The latter is a very small relief (Ht: 0.43 m.;
W.: 0.19 m.) which represents a male personage
wearing a tunic and scaled skirt. He is erowned with
a three-pointed diadem and holds a ram-headed
serpent in his right hand. E. Flouest (ft,4. 1884, 2, pp.
285-298) attempted to relate it to Mithraism, but
there are no analogies for either the figure or its strange
costume.

83 The most explicit association occurs on an unusual
relief in the Beauvais Museum (E V, no. 3919 with
bibliography). On the main face stands a bearded
Mercury, characterized by his winged petasos, purse
and caduceus. On the lateral surfaees appear horned
serpents, dolphins and pateras. The inscription is
modern-de Ricci, R,4 f899, 2, pp. 103 fi.; Reinach,
Catalogue. . , S. Germain 1926, p. 91, ffg. ?8.

Ea de Longp6rier, Oeutres 3, pp, 18-28; pls. r-u
(ReaNum 1863, l4l-l5l). Note tbat one example
from Gagers near Munich has the head of a deer seen
frontally (ReaNum pl. v, 22; Blanchet, Traitt 446).

85 Kelt. Nurn. pl. xxvr, p. 34, fig. 65. Streber (cf'
izlra) considered them independent of Macedonian
coinage because their weight is not.connected with
that of Philip's staters. Longp6rier, however, pointed
out (op. cit. 22) that the weight is the same as the
Roman aureus of the last two centuries of the Re-
public; this does not invalidate the artistic influence
from Macedonia.

E6 "iJber die sogenannten Regenbogen-schiisselchen, "
(Abh. k. bayer. Aka.d. il. W,issensch.IX, 1" 3, 1860-62).
These were in former times the object of peasant
superstitions; the belief that they were deposited from
rain clouds at the moment when a rainbow appeared
is reflected in the numismatic terms, l'arc-en-ciel,
scutellae irid.is, elc.

87 MacCulloch, Reli.gion of Ana Celts 34 and 166 f .
88 D6chelette, R,4. 1898, 2, pp. 63-81, 245-262.

"Le role du b6lier da,ns la religion des morts tend A

faire assigner au serpent d t6te de b6lier une place
parmi les divinit6s fun6raires"-ibid. 26L" The ex-
cavations of Mont Beuway have provided evidence
for sepulture beneath the hearth of dwelling places (cf.
J. G. Bulliot, Fouilles d,e Mont Beuara31,1, p. 396.

8e Lamb,. Brornes 92. fn Athens there is a bronze
group from Methydrion which shows ram-shaped
upright figures dancing in a circle- AA lgl2, g8.
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free to relate what he knew "of the story told
at the mysteries of the Mother about Hermes
and the ram."eo But there exist prophylactic
reliefs showing Hermes with a phallus which
terminates in a ram's head. One of these has been

discovered in Delos.sr Another from Durazzo,
in Albania, represents Hermes phallophoros.

Picard has demonstratedez that the earlier de-

scriptions of this as Hermes carrying an enor-
mous serpent slung over a staff balanced on his
shoulder are incorrect. The "serpent" passes

between his legs and is actually formed of the
two parts of double genitalia, horned like the
Delos example. Recalling the ithyphallic wor-
shipper beside Cernunnos in the Val Camonica
carving and anticipating Mercury's association
with him on Gallo-Roman monuments, it is

tempting to consider these concepts of fecundity
as contributing factors in the formation of the
Celtic ram-serpent.

From what source the Celts derived the par-
ticular iconography of this hybrid serpent re-
mains obscure. In all likelihood it is to be added
to the long list of motives from the art of the
steppe peoples which were accepted by La Tdne
craftsmen. Those eastern nomads also dissemi-
nated certain artistic conventions into the
Far East and it is, therefore, not too surprising
to find the ram-horned serpent in the repertoire
of the bronze-workers of the Chou period in
China.e3 In the classical world one is reminded

of the Orphic literature which tells of the horned
serpent Zagreus,ea born of Persephone and Zeus
and later rent by the Titans in his bull manifesta-
tion. His cult, eventually absorbed by the
Iegends of Dionysos' birth,ss was centered in the
Thracian region with which the Celts living on
the shores of the Black Sea were in close contact.
The extraordinary reverence of the serpent and
of the oau,m anguinum (as related b;' Plin-r')s
among the inhabitants of Gaul may be an inde-
pendent development, but there is at least some
possibility that their ram-headed serpent has
connections with Greek m;'thology.

Consideration of pre-Roman representations
of Cernunnos has permitted certain general con-
clusions concerning the origin of the god from a
very ancient Celtic stag deity, although he was
fully emancipated from this zoolatrous back-
ground by at least the fourth century s.c. ft has
been suggested that his characteristic cross-
legged posture probably evolved from proto-
types to be sought in the East Mediteuanean
world and which could have penetrated Gaul by
two routes, through the Greek colonies of south-
ern France, or through the Black Sea region
where far-flung Celtic tribes maintained com-
munication with their kinsmen in the West. The
same limited monuments have shown that
Cernunnos' primary interpretation is to be con-
nected with the fertility of nature, generation of

e0 3.3.3. rbv 6l iv re\erfi Mqrpbs itri 'Epprfr

)rey6p,evov xai rQ xptQ \67ov izrrcr|.p.evos of \tyu.
er J. Chamonard, BCH 30 (1906) 589, fig. 37.
e2 Picard, Albania 2 (L927) 24-27. The relief is in

the Museum at Tirana. Ht: l.8o m.; W: 0.60 m.
Picard dates it "not before the epoch of the colony
of Augustus." I have discussed this relief with M.
Leon Rey, and owe to his kindness my knowledge of a
bronze figurine for suspension in Naples which repre-
sents Hermes with double phalhrs and rams' heads as

well as with pendant bells-C. F., Mus4e rogal de

Naples, peintures, bronzes et statues 4rotiques ilu
Cabinet secret (Paris 1836) pl. xxrrr, p. 27.

e3 I owe this information to Dr. Salmony. For one

example, see Koop, Chinese Bronaes, pl, 8.
e{ Cf. Reinach, "Le serpent Zagreus et le serpent

cornu celtique ," C&AI 1899, 455; "Zagreus,le serpent

cornu," RA 1859, 2, pp. 2LO-217. His theories that
Zagrets was a horned serpent have been opposed by
several scholars-see Schmidt, Roscher"s I'esicon 6,

col. 535. But many texts speak ol Zagreus as horned
a"nd indicate that Persephone and Zeus assumed the
form of serpents during his conception. Nonnos, VI,
169 lists among theforms.of Zagreus "6p6xuv itrt),lrro
rep&"orqs." Classical references to Zagreus are collected
in C. A. Lobeck, Aglaophatnus.

ea Might not the fact that Dionysos is frequently
represented with ram's horns be taken as a.n indication
that the little horns of Zagrels (Nonnos 6.165:
xep|ev Bpl$os), his prototlpe, were also those of a ram?
The ram is important in the Sabazius and Cabiric
cults of the same Thraeian region; see the coins in
Miinzer and Strack, Miiraen aon Thrakien, pt. l, p. 81,
no.132, pl. u,25; p. lgl, no. 378, pl. v, 1G-17; p. t92,
no, 379, pl. v, 18. For rams' heads on Bacchic sar-
cophagi, see Lehmann-Olsen, Dionysia,c Sarcophagi ZZ
and note 32.

eo Pliny, 29.12. The edition of Bostock (f8S6) has
very complete notes to this passage.
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the fruits of the earth and the f-ecundity of men
and animals. On the other hand, in a process
which can be paralleled in many religions, "the
god, who had at first been earth itself, then a
being living below the surface and causing fer-
tility . . . became a divinity of the dead when
the multitude of graves had become a wide
subterranean region."eT This is expressed through
his association with the Celtic symbol of the cult
of the dead, the ram-horned serpent. In the same
manner, the Greek Pluto often retains emblems
of control over the abundance of the soil in such
attributes as the cornucopia.e8

To expand our }nowledge of Cernunnos, the
monuments from the first years of Roman he-
gemony in Gaul-from Caesar's conquest in 50
n.c. through the organization and consolidation
by Augustus and his successors-should prove
to be the least corrupt source of information
after those of the La Tdne period. The difficul-

ties entailed in dating Gallo-Roman sculpture,
however, reduce the effectiveness of this ap-
proach. There are nevertheless certain works
which may be placed in this era, since they repre-
sent a patent survival of Celtic traditions, and
we are fortunate in possessing one securely dated
monument about which other sculptures may be
grouped. This is the "altar" in the Cluny Mu-
seum, already mentioned as our only evidence
for Cernunnos' name (fig. t).

The quadrangular block is one of four dis-
covered together beneath the choir of Notre-
Dame in Paris,ee all of which are important
sources for Celtic mythology, since they belong
to a formative stage of classical syncretism,
representing indigenous divinities in the com-
pany of Graeco-Rom&n ones. Dating of the en-
tire group is based on close stylistic relationships
among the reliefsr0o and analogies in the epi-
graphic rendering of the preserved inscriptions

e7 MacCulloch, op. cit.945.
eE Forbxample: a relief in the Palazzo Albani reprc-

senting Jrrpiter, Pluto, Neptune and two goddesses;
Pluto carries a cornucopia and patera (Zoega, Bas-
siril,ini f, pl. I. See Scherer and Drexler, "Hades,"
Roscher's Lexicon 12, col. 1802. Cf, also a red-figured
vase from Nola representing Pluto, Hebe and Eury-
dice, Pluto with a cornucopia filled with grepes-
Lenormant and deWitte, Cabinet d,e feu . . . E.
Durand,, Paris, Feb. 1836, p. 60, no. 201.

ss The initial publication, at the time of their dis-
covery in the eighteenth century when the king wished
to erect an altar and the canons of the church deter-
mined to move the cr;pt to the choir, is Baudelot de
Derval, Description iles bas-reliefs anciens trouaez il,an"t

l'Egli;e cathtdrale d,e Paris (Paris 171f). Esperandieu
(IV.2l7) misquotes from this source concerning a
"sixth" sculpture, actually the leg of a figrrre found
with the four blocks.

The most important bibliographical items follow:
Montfaucon, 2,423 and pl. cxc, f-4; J. G. Keysler,
Antiguitates sele,ctae s eptenlrionale et cellicae (Hannover
1720) 36A-977, pl. xrrr (with an interesting eighteenth
century philologieal discussion deriving the German
name for the month of February, Hornung, Ircm
Cernunnos); Mowat, BuU. 6pi,g. 1 (1881) 23-31, 49-
70, 111-129; 3 (1883) 130-136, 162-174; du Som-
merard, Calalogue . . . Clunga, pp. 3 f., nos. 1-4;
E. Desjardins, Ghographie hist. et ailminist. d,e la
Gaule,3,260-268; Jullian and Pachtire, REA g (t507)
263 f.; pls. xr-xrv; Pachtdre, Paris d, I'Apoque gallo-
romaine,103-110, pls. xr*xv; Koepp, BonnJbb lZ5,

1919 (art, "Ogmios," Pls.), See our Catalogue C, no.
J.

There is great need for a monographic study of
these monuments which would permit reconstruction
of the whole. The correspondence in size argues
against their being separate "altars," as they are
called, An intensive study would establish correct
inter-relations among the various figures also. I am
grateful to M. Montremy, formerly director of the
Cluny Museum, for having permitted me to examine
the bloclcs at a time when the museum was still closed
and in war-time disruption, although protective cover-
ings prevented a detailed study. Since each block is
sculptured on all sides, it is impossible to combine
them in a reconstruction unless it be one atop another.
There seem to be shallow holes in the center of their
rough upper surfaces which would indicate that some-
thing was fixed on top of them. I have considered tLe
possibility of their being column postaments from
the sanctuary which must have existed on the spot.
Mowat (op. cit. 27) compared the situation of the
sanctuary at the "prow" of the Ile de la Cit6 with the
position of a Mercury temple at the point of the islantl
on which ancient Melun was built, also superseded by
a church dedicated to Notre-Dame.

100 In profile figures the eyes are consistently
rendered in full view, as in Egyptian art; the figures
are allowed to expa.nd beyond their frames; the head
types are very similar throughout and every bearded
figure shows a sharp demarcation of this feature from
full cheeks atrove; in many figures a peculiar drapery
pattern appears which, in a two-dimensional sense,
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Frc. 9. Sreruany enoup rnolr SerNtns.
St-Gpnmrw-px-Levp.

with a Iong dedication inscribed on one of the
four stones. In rather halting Latin this records
the dedication by I'{autae Parisiaci to Jupiter
Optimus Maximus and to the ernperor Tibe-
rius.lot The remaining three faces of this key block
form artistically one unit, with a procession of

Fre. 10. Rnr,rnr oN REITERsE oF srATuARv
eRorJP FRoM Serr.ttns.

armed figures carrying a large "torque" (the size

rather suggests a cmnu) to Tiberius.lo2
The second of the stones is in the best condi-

tion, bearing fully preserved and labeled figures
of loui,s, Esus, Tawus Trigaranus and Vol-
canus.103 The third has a pair of divinities on each

resembles plaiting; all display a very plastic but non-
skeletal modelling, and the arrns may be bent into
impossible gestures as if constructed of rubber; finally,
the postures of Esus and Smertullos are the same.

lot CIL, XIII 3026c: TTB(erin) CAESARE (szc)

AVG(zsJo), IOVI OPTVMO MAXSVMO lsrz]Mfzao?i,
NAVTAE PARISIACI PVBLICE POSIERVNIT].

r02 Above the armed figures carrying the large

circlet appears the inscription, EYRISES; above

other figures in long draperies appears SENANI
VSEILONI////. Since there are six of the former,
three bearded and three clean-shaven, Mowat (op. cit.
54) suggested that they represent junior and senior

Seairi Augustae; Lheft name he related to the Celtic
ieuru, expressing the votive idea. At Lyon the corpora-
tion ol Nautae provided also the Seairiwho presided

in the emperor cult-Grenier, Manuel il'arch6ol. gallo-

rornaine,2, 554. X'or the distinction belween Naaiculari
and Nautne as well as the organization of the collegia,

cf. Bonnard, Naoigation intlrizure d,e la Gaule, 174 ff.
For the relation between the Nautae Parisiaci and the
Gallo-Roman baths of the Cluny Museum, see ib'i'd,.

90 and the recent study of the ship-prow consoles by
P.-M. Duval, GaIIia 5, I (1947) 123-142.It is entirely
possible that the baths are part of a larger complex,

the Sclolo of the corporation.
r03 Both Esus and Tauros Trigaranus present many

problems of interpretation. They merit a separate

study which cannot be undertaken here. Esus, ac-

cording to one scholiast on Lucan, is equivalent to
the Roman Mercury-see Ihm, RZ 6 cols. 694.-696'

Lehner, in a discussion of a votive monument from
Trier (cf. below, n. 105) accepts the identification
with Mercury. As Ihm points out, however, the main

relief of the Trier stone with Esus on one side repre-

sents Mercury and Rosmerta; it is unlikely that the
same god would appear twice. On the other hand,

Esus might have some connections with one specific
function of Mercury. Mowat considered him as a form
of Silvanus, because he is shown hewing a tree (op.

cit. 62-65). The divinity may be one of the many
ill-defined Celtic gods who created so much difficulty
for Roman assimilation, possibly sharing certain

aspects with each of the suggested counterparts, Mars,
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face, but is very badly damaged. Of the block
which holds mirst interest for our particular
problem only the upper half is extant. On one
face appears Cernunnos, clad in a tunic and with
two large torques hanging from his antlers. He
is, in addition, provided with two prominent
cervine ears placed above normal ones. For the
first time he is characterized as an old man,
heavily bearded and partially bald, an aspect
which becomes increasingly emphasized during
the Roman period in keeping with the classical
conception of a divinity of the underworld. In
this instance, however, one cannot be certain
of the presence of a ram-serpent, since it would
have appeared on the missing portion of the
stone. From the larger proportions of Cernunnos
in relation to the figures of the remaining three
faces, it has been correctly assumed that the
divinity could have been portrayed only in the
"tailors' seat."

On two adjacent sides of the stone the
Dioscuriro4 of normal classical type are depicted;
the inscription Castqr over one of them has been
preserved. On the fourth face, at Cernunnos'

left, a Celtic divinity again appears: a nude,
bearded figure seen in semi-profile, his right arm
bent back awkwardly grasping a large club which
he wields against a snake at the right. The ac-
companying inscription has been severely dam-
aged, but from old drawings aird careful obser-
vation most scholars agree that it reads:
Smertfulllos. On one of the companion blocks
there is an intimate connection between the two
Celtic divinities on adjacent sides in contrast
with two Graeco-Roman gods. Esus and the bull
with three cranes are certainly regarded as cor-
relative images there, and this is confirmed by a
votive monument in Trierrs which shows Esus
cutting down a tree in whose branches the same
three birds and a large bull's head are placed.
Since Smertullos and Cernunnos are probably
grouped together in the same manner, it is
necessary to dwell briefly on the significance of
the former.

Many interpretations of Smertullos have been
ofrered. Arbois de Jubainville originally con-
sidered him as a forrn of Mercury, a 1iod of light
slaying the ram-serpent who belongs to Cer-

Mercury or Silvanus.
The bull with three cranes is equally enigmatic.

The most reasoned erplanation of the bull is that of
Loeschke, Erforschung iles Tempelbezirkes irn Alt-
bathtale zu Trier. In the sanctuary of Mercurius
Peregrinorum was discovered a large statue of a bull
standing over a man reclining between his forelegs.
The base is decorated with two large fish and a
"n;rmph" stands beside him. Loeschke believes him
to be a river-god and connected with Tauros Triga-
ranus, a compa.nion of the "Ha,ndelsgott" Esus. This
would explain his association with Mercury in his
specific aspect of a commerce divinity. The three
cranes have never been satisfactorily explained. The
complex theorizations of Arbois de Jubainville deserve

mention here, however, since they are frequently
quoted in consideration of a tricephalic divinity often
assimilated to Cernunnos (see below, pp. 34-42).
In Cycl. m,gth. he explained that Cernunnos, when
represented as a three-headed being, embodies the
Gaulic triad Teutates, Esus, Taranis (corresponding

to the frish Bress, Balar, Tethra), in other words his
sons. Tauros Trigaranus, he reasoned (p. 385), is the
double of Cernunnos and corresponds to a bull in the
herd of Geryon. Then, through the faulty etymology
of the Celts, Geryon became three cranes in their
imagery instead of a figure with three bodies.

rM The connection with Cernunnos is vague, since
the brothers do not appear in his company on other

preserved monuments. Like Smertullos, (i.e., Her-
cules?-cf. infra) their general funerary character in
no way weakens the chthonic interpretation of Cer-
nunnos. Certain Germanic tribes worshipped divine
twins, the Alci, whom Tacitus likened to the Dioscures
(Germania 43, speaking of the Naharvali). Diodorus
says that the Celts living on the shores of the ocean
placed the Dioscures among their most pronrinent
gods, and said they came with the Argo (4.56.4). F.
Chapoutier (Lcs Dioscures aux sen)i.ce il'une ilhesse

264, n. 5) relates to this the notation of Strabo on the
Samothracian ceremonies of the Bretons (a.a.6). In
view of our subsequent discussion of Cernunnos' part-
ner, an earth goddess who might be compared to
Demeter, and of ramifications of his cult which in-
clude that of the Matres, it is interesting to cite
Chapoutier's statement concerning the cult of Cybele
and the Dioscures in Gaul: Cybele there took the
place of the Matres, the protectors of curative springs

-op. cit. 940; corroborated by an inscription from
Agathe: "A6pr1 Nlqrp&.ot xai Atoaxbpotlsl.

105 E. VJ, no. 4999 with bibl. H. ].eIner, Kmre-
spond,enz-Bl. d,. Westdeut. Ztschr. 15 (1896) 33-49, no.
19. The inscription below Mercury and Rosmerta is
a dedication by a member of the Mediomatrici, re-
futing an earlier suggestion once made by Reinach
that Esus is merely a local divinity of the Esuvii
residing around Paris.
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nunnos, the god of "night, death and of evil."r6
But there is no evidence that the serpent is ram-
headed, and we have already shown objection to
this interpretation of Cernunnos as a divinity
of night and evil; Celtic gods of the underworld
were not considered harmful or evil, since their
realm seems to have been regarded as a fertile
region of light, not a gloomy Hades.toz Later,
the same author, in his zealous efrorts to coordi-
nate the religion and mythology of Ireland with
that of the continent, suggested an equation of
Castor with Cuchulainn, called Esus on the con-
tinent and in this one instance, Smertullos; like-
wise Pollux is the second divine brother of Ire-
land, Conall Cernach or the mainland's Cer-
nunnos.l0E Such an acrobatic correlation is not
acceptable. Esus and Smertullos cannot be the
same person, although the sculptor of these
stones, being called upon to represent two divini-
ties in similar action-the one striking a serpent,
the other hewing a tree-chose to render both in
the same pose which derives from the classical
formula for Hercules slaying the Hydra. Indeed,
the most convincing identification of Smertullos
is with Hercules, as suggested by Koepp in his
study of Ogmies.tos It is difficult, however, to
define the rapport between him and Cernunnos.
Hercules frequently has funerary significance,
and we shall meet him again within the circle of
our "dieu accroupi."llo As a further tentative
note, one may call attention to a stele from
Meauxrrr on which a similar figure is shown in
combat with a snake. Between his legs appears
an enigmatic head, larger than that of the god,
which seems to represent one of the tricephalic
divinities often assimilated to Cernunnos.

Although the Cluny Museum sculptures may
thus be drawn into the general line of interpre-
tation that has been established for Cernunnos,
they cast little new light upon it. The only novel
feature is the acceptance of a more classical,
bearded physiognomy which is to become in-

creasingly characteristic for the divinity during
the course of Gallo-Roman art. The real impor-
tance of these reliefs lies in their being precisely
dated in the period of Tiberius and in their stylis-
tic analogies with a more informative monument,
the so-called Altar of Saintes (figs. 9-10).112

Lothar Hahl, in his valuable dissertation which
establishes a stylistic framework for the dating
of provincial sculpture, has already placed this
group in relation to a series of seated figures from
the same site.113 According to his chronology, the
group exemplifies a development from early
Flavian to late Flavian-Trajanic style, and our
divine couple stands at the beginning of it. He
notes that the headdress of the goddess seems to
have been afiected by the Claudian "Zopf-
schleife." In view of this detail and of a pecu-
liarity of drapery-rendering which this sculpture
shares with the Paris blocks-a sort of interlock-
ing, plaited pattern-I should be inclined to place
it even closer to the period of Tiberius.

As with so many problematic monuments in
our catalogue, the Saintes "altar" denies us
positive identification of its "dieu accroupi,"
since the head of the god is destroyed. This is
also true of the smaller relief on the back of the
figures. Nevertheless, the presence of three of
Cernunnos' attributes, cross-legged posture,
torque and purse, together with the accompany-
ing goddess whose cornucopia places her within
a fertility realm, permits an identification with
that divinity. What is more, the shape of the
break above the head of the smaller representa-
tion actually preserves traces of antlers (the tip
of the left one still remains).

The Saintes sculpture introduces the anony-
mous goddess who is Cernunnos' female partner.
Although in this instance she does not seem to
have had antlers, our catalogue containsthree
independent bronze statuettes of her with that
attribute.rra In all of these the crossJegged pose
and antlers are prominent indices of the close

106 Cgcl.myth. 382 f. Cf. Steuding, "Atusmerius,
Adsmerius," Roscher's Lericon, lr, cot,797.

tot Macculloch, op. cit. 60.
ro8 R/ 1900, l, pp. 66-74.
ros BonnJbb (f gfg) 56. Cf. also, Mowat, op. cit. l1-7.
u0 See the Saintes "altar," Catalogue B, no. 3, and

below, p. 33. For Ilercules as a fertility divinity,
see Furtwiingler, Roscher's Inricon, 12, col. 2L57 L:

also P. L. Willia.ms, Statues on Cqins of South ltaly
5 f. and notes.

u1 D IV, no. 3212 with bibl. Museum of Meaux.
This is called "Heracles fighting the Hydra""

u2 Jn addition to Bertranil's monograph, see Gas-
sies, R.El. 9 (1907) 364-368.

rLl Sti.lentw'icklung iler yrwinz,ialriirn. Plastik, 45 I.
11{ Catalogue A. nos, 3-5.
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relationship between herself and the "horned
one." The bronzes consistently portray the cornu-
copia attribute, the one in the British Museum
(fig. 6) and that published by Montfaucon sup-
plementing it with a patera. At Saintes her
secondary attribute is recognizable as a bird. A
small female figure standing at her knee holds the
same objects,rrs which obviate the possibility that
she might be a worshipper, and show that she

must be regarded as a daughter goddess.rro The
whole constellation recalls nothing so much as the
Greek divinities, Pluto, Demeter and Kore. In
fact, we shall discuss evidence which suggests
that a classicizing syncretism is already at work
upon this group, and that the artist was aware
of a basic similarity between the Celtic and the
Hellenic "triads." Yet the entire emphasis is
upon fertility, expressed by means of the purse,

cornucopia and dove(?), and not upon chthonic
aspects. The obscure allusion to Helcules on the
reverse is cornparable to the Cluny "altar,"
and may also imply fertility.

An analogous couple of approximately the
same date, two statues from Sommer6court
(figs. ff-fg),rr7 provide the chthonic symbolism
which is suppressed in the Saintes group. The
female figure is again seated normally, but her
cornucopia, the crossJegged pose of her compan-
ion, and the antlers which were originally at-
tached to his headrt8 identify them sufficiently.
Both figures hold vessels in which they ofrer
nourishment to three ram-headed serpents. Two
of these representatives of the underworld en-
twine the body of Cernunnos, the goddess having
only one. In addition, the pomegranate (?)

which she holdsrre would be specific evidence

Lhal interpretat'i.o romana had afiected the artist
and that we are justified in recognizing divinities
who parallel those of the Eleusinian mysteries in
certain respects.

Before turning to representations of Cernun-
nos from later Imperial times, it is necessary to
consider a parallel development indicated by a
problematic statuette from Bouray, mentioned
previously in connection with the questions of
Indian influence upon the "pose accroupi." This
figure (fig. 2)120 cannot be proved to represent
Cernunnos, although it must belong to his
religious ambit; this and other images of doubt-
ful identity included in our catalogue may well
have been intended as priests of the cult. In this
instance, strong preservation of typical features
of La Tine style favors the conclusion that the
work cannot date after the first century e.o.121

One might compare the head with those attached
to the Aylesford bucketr22 for general similarity of
shape, as well as for such features as the ex-
tremely low forehead, the treatment of nose and
brow as one plastic unit, or the rendering of the
lips by two sharp planes set at an angle to one
another. Again, several small bronze heads found
at Welwyn, Hertfordshire,l2s although of difrer-
ent type, display an analogous hatcheC styliza-
tion of eyebrows and lashes; and the eyes of
blue and white paste maintain a technique seen

on the exterior panels of the Gundestrup caul-
dron.

The value of this statuette from Ilouray lies
not in any intrinsic iconographical interest, but
in its stylistic relationship with a work whose
interpretation produces startling ramifications, a

u5 Jt is perhaps the same goddess who flanks the
horned god on the reverse of the monument. The
bases under those relief representations suggest that
the three figures depict statues which perhaps stood
in the sanctuary, although this would not preclude,

of course, an underlying logic in their combination.
116 Gassies (oi. cit. 365) regarded her as a local

emanation of the Mother goddess, perhaps a small
fountain"

It? Catalogue B, nos. l-2. fn addition to the bibli-
ography cited there, see De Caumont, BMon 17

(1851) 907 for an identification of the goddess as

Nehalenia; Reinach, Cultes 1,68; Flouest, RA 1884,
2, pp. 4l f., pls. rr-rrr. The style of these two figures

is extremely significant for problems of Romanesque
dependence upon local Gallo-Roman works. Hahl
(op. 

"if.44 
f.) places the goddess in early Imperial

times, i.e. pre-Flavian.
u8 Notice that the head is still faithful to. the

beardless tradition.
rte Cf. Bertrand, RA 1884, 2, p. 302.
tzo Catalogue A, no. 10. Cf. above, p. 22.
t2r Cf. Lantier, MonPiat 1534, 50-52.

'D Smith, British Mus., &uide . . . Early Iron Age2,

fig. 135; Ebert, l, pl. 26a.
r23 Smith, op. cil. pl. xr. Close analogies are also

to be found in the heads on eertain silver discs in
Brescia-Jacobsthal, ECA, pl. 53, no. 8t1.
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bronze figurine from the vicinity of Autun
(fig.7)t'n which will enable us to traee an impor-
tant development of the Cernunnos cult from
at least the first century e.o. Here the awkward
junction of head and body seems a translation
from the Bouray type of figure with separate
head formed for iusertion into the torso. AIso, the
rendering of the hair and tendency to patternize
are so close to the latter that the two statuettes
must belong to the same period.

Not only does tlie Autun bronze reveal all the
characteristics which we have come to associate
with Cernunnos: cross-legged pose, antlers (the
holes for their insertion are clear), sacred torques,
and even the ram-headed serpents (in this case
with fish-tails), but two secondary faces placed
above the divinity's ears, not visible in our illus-
tration, announce entirely new avenues of re-
search. I.{umerous monuments in Gaul acquaint
us with a tricephalic god whose ambiguous
character has occasioned much archaeological
discussion and various conflicting theories. It
is obvious that this being is here assimilated to
Cernunnos, the Autun statuette thus becoming
a key monument in the determination of his
significance as in the enlargement of our vision
of the stag god.'Nor is this a unique syncretism.
A bust of a statue found in Dordogne (fiS. S)"u
shows essentially the same combination, save
that the three heads are of equal size and there-
fore even more prominent.

Wide interest in the tricephalic god of Gaul

first arose after the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury as a result of the publication of a group of
monuments found in Reims. These have the form
of quadrangular cippi or colonettes and there
are now about twelve examples known from that
city (fig. 8)126 where, it is interesting to note, one
of the most grandiose monuments of the Cernun-
nos cult was unearthed (fig. 13). There are minor
variations among these sculptures, but the most
usual disposition gives a relief of three bearded
faces-a frontal one flanked by two profiles*
united by a single pair of huge eyes, with the
block surmounted by a representation of a ram's
head and of a bird which is most probably a
cock. At first numismatists connected these
busts with certain early coins of the Remi the
obverses of which depict three profile heads,
placed one behind the other in pseudo-perspec-
tive recession, and thought of some specifically
local divinity.ttT This view was soon chal-
lenged,128 and rightll, since each bust on the
coins has its own comma-shaped shoulder. In
addition, the existence of identical monuments in
other provinces of France precludes any geo-
graphical limitation of the type.tro

Robert Mowat was the persistent champion
of a theory, in complete contrast to the interpre-
tation which would see an indigenous divinity in
the tricephalic figures, that there is nothing
"Gaulish" in "any of them unless it be the
"barbarian crudity" of execution.r30 The monu-
ments were, he argued, merely provincial trans-

ru Catalogue A, no. I
r25 Catalogue B, no. L
126 E V, no. 3651-2, 3654-9, 3661, 3751 with bibli-

ography. Many of the heads are laureate. For an
example found in 1925 at Soissons, see Blanchet,
CRAI 1930, 199 f. (interpretation as tricephalic
Mercury), E Xf, no. ?700; R. Louis, Bzll. iles ant'i-
quaires 1938, 160 fi.

r27 E. Hucher, ReaNum 1853, pp. ld f., pl. r, 4;
Id,ern. ReaNum 1863, 58 f.; Duquenelle, Congrts
arch6ol. Rei-s, 1861, 75. Cf. Reinach, B^F 189. For a
clear illustration of the coin, see Blanchet, Manuel,
d,e nutn. "fr. l, p. 66, fig. 111.

r28 For the bibliography and analysis of diverse
theories, see Blanchet, Trait| p,380, no. l3l.

l2sNote the following independent examples: (l)
E II, no. 1055. Mus6e de Dax. A white limestone
tablet from Auch (Gers). Both the frontal face and
the one extant profile are beardless, but a separate

bearded head appears at the right. (Z) E III, no. p668.

Lyon Museum. Scu\rture said to be from Nlmes
(Ga^rd). (3) E Il-, no. 8287. Langres Museum. A
bearded "head" found in the city (Ifaute-Marne).
One head has spiral horns. (4) E V, no. 3762. T,aan
Museum. Block from NizyJe-Comte (Aisne). The
faces are ananged so one appeaxs on each of the three
sides of the block. (5) E VI, no. 47e9. Very damaged
fragment from Sommeville (Marne). Generally
speaking, only the Reims type unites three faces with
a single pair of eyes. However, the distribution oI
these examples as well as such sculptures as the Bor-
deaux Cernunnos etc., argue against La.mbrechts,
regional manifestations of one god in the tricephalic,
the crossJegged and the rem-serpent divinities (op.
cd. 5r fi.).

130 .R/4. 1876, 1, p. 60, a note addressed to Inngp6rier,
who adds that there axe very good reasons why schol-
ars have not recognized Janus Quadrifrons: the fact



Fre. 13. Conrvumros srpr,p. Rnuas Muspurr. (Clich6 Giraudon).
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lations of the Roman Janus Quadrifrons, whose
fourth face was not executed either because it
was not possible in relief technique or, in full
round examples, because the fourth side was
meant to be placed against a wall. In the face of
much natur&l opposition, Mowat later elabo-
rated his theory,rar adclucing as the model a
Hadrianic coin type which represents Janus with
three faces.. It is not detrimental to this hypothe-
sis of foreign importation that there are no tri-
cephalic figures preserved from La Tine times in
Gaul, although double figures are frequent among
the rare examples of Celtic stone sculpture.rs2
But a three-headed stone from Corleck, Cavan,rs
belongs to a collection of "Gaulish" idols in
freland of the first century n.c. and proves that
the absence of such on the continent is probably
fortuitous. fn any case, there is no possibility
that the three-headed representations of Gallo-
Roman art are nothing more than misunderstood
adaptations of a Latin phenomenon. Provincial

quadricephalic sculpturesre indicate that this
particular classieal formula was known, but
difrerentiated from the one under discussion.
However, subsequent consideration will shon'
that in special aspects there is a possibility of
collateral influence from Graeco-Roman sources.
Finally, Mowat's theory u.ould not explain the
affiliation of the tri.ceps with Cernunnos, an
alliance which will be further explored below.

Another theory, propagated mainly by Rein-
ach,r35 has gathered so many adherents that
Esperandieu can state apropos of one of the
Reims monuments: "Le Tric6phale est le dieu
indigdne que C6sar identifia an l\fercure ro-
main."rs Reinach based his interpretation upon
the evidence of a relief in the Mus6e Carnavalet
in Paris.r37 This relief is carved on one face of a
block of stone excavated with three companion
pieces at the site of the H6tel Dieu, all of u'hich
scholars consider contemporary with the sculp-
tures from Notre-Dame.t3s ft represents a tri-

thet in the full round examples there are still only
three heads, and the evidence of the Autun statuette.
Mowat's thesis was a revival of an opinion previously
expressed by P. Paris, Congrls arch6ol.1861, 85: is it
not Janus whose figures r€present the past, present
and future?

131 Bull. 6p., l, pp. 29-30;3, pp. 168-l?0. In the
latter pages he quotes a passage from Macrobius
concerning a typical gesture of Roman Janus figures
(Saturn. 1.9): indc et s'imulaoum ejus plerumgue

f,ngitur, tnanu dentra trecentmum, et sinistra sexagbda
et quin4ue nulnprurn tcnms ad d,emonstranilwn anni
dimensiorwm. Mowat claimed that a tricephalic
divinity on a relief from Dennevy (see below, p.
40, n. lTrt) makes such a symbolic gesture, but it is
impossible to distinguish any such dactylology.

r32 See Jacobsthal, ECA 16 and plates.
133 F. Henry, Irish Art in the Eaily Christian Perid.

6, pl. 3d.
r34 For example: (f) Cippus of Niederkerschen,

Luxemburg, cited by Mowat, op. cit.3, p. f7f. This
consists of four heads, alternately bearded and clean-
shaven, surmounting a column. (2) Bronze statuette
from Bordeaux in the Bibliothique nationale. Ht:
0.095 m. Babelon-Blanchet, Catalague p. 158, no,
369; Blanchel, Bull. des ant'iquairas 1895. 86 f. The
figure is a nude, standing Mercury, identiffed by
the purse in his right hand and wings on his main
head. The front and back faces are beardless, while
those at the sides are bearded. ft is a question how

much of tbis conception is dependent upon classical
tradition. For assimilation of the triceps to Mercury
d. infra.

135 Reo. ile l'hist, du reli.giom lg}7, 57-8e (Cultes
3,160-185).

tso Vol. V, p. 19, under no. 3601.
137 E JV no. 3137 with bibl. Ht: 0.96 m.; Iy: 0.jtr

m; th: 0.61 m. This and its companion pieces were
excavated in 1867; for notice of discovery, see Long-
p6rier, CRAI 7, 1871,20 Oct., p. 3?9.

r38 For discussion and possible reconstructions, see
Pachtdre, Par,is d l'67ryue gallo-romaine lOd f., note
3, pl. xrrr, 1-5; Mowat, op. cit. l, 27-80; Blanchet,
Bull. d. L soc. iJe l'hi,stoire ile Pari* 36 (f 909) Z}I'-ZlE;
Kriiger, Annales du XXI" Congrbs archlol.ogique,
Li6ge, 1909, l2g-137, pl. vr. The Mercury figure is
set into a surface which is imbricated; one adjacent
face of the block bears a relief of a putto with the
large helmet of Mars. One face of each remaining
block is covered with imbrications, the adjacent faces
bearing a putto with greaves, another with a sword
and a third with a shield, respectively. There is gen-
eral agreement on a reconstruction as some t;'iqe of
pedestal or bese. Since the subject matter involves
the Disarmament of Mars, most scholars assume that
the tricephalic image is in some manner connected
with that divinity. There is a strong discrepancy in
style, however, between the three-headed Mercury
and the lively putti, and it seems-particularly since
the imbrications ane sharply intenupted to form his
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cephalic figure who can be identified with Mer-
cury by virtue of certain attributes peculiar to
that divinity in provincial sculpture: a purse
held in his right hand over the head of a reclining
goat, a large turtle in one corner, and, less typical,
the head of a ram grasped in his left hand.

Closely united with Reinach's argument is the
problem of a number of so-called "planetary
vases" discovered at sites in Belgica.lse The most
important of these is preserved in the Cabinet
des M6dailles at Paris and is said to come from
Bavay (Nord) which seems to have been a center
of their production.lao The shoulder of this vase
is ornamented with seven busts, one of which is
our enigmatic "tric6phale," bearded and fur-
nished with horns. Because of their number,
Babelon did not hesitate in his catalogue to iden-
tify these busts with the divinities of the week.l4r
His interpretation has been challenged only by
Reinachra2 who refused to accept it because it
would present grave objections to his own
theory that the tricephalic divinity is to be con-
nected with Mercury. For with two female busts,
separated by two male heads, which must cor-
respond in Babelon's scheme to Friday and
Monday, the three-headed god is resolved as the

Celtic equivalent of Mars. All other scholars who
have discussed the Bavay vase or similar ceramic
products concur in the opinion that the busts
represent the potter's substitution for the Roman
divinities of the week those of his national gods
whom he identified with them.laa Yet all is not
well, since they fall into difficulty when they
would apply the formula to other "Wochengdt-
tervasen." Some are fragmentary and raise no
problem.laa But another vase from Jupille, near
Liige, can be arranged only so that the tri-
cephalic figure (who is, indeed, destroyed)
becomes Saturn if he is present at all.la5 Again, a
third complete vase in Cologrre has but six
busts;rs compensating for the "potter's omis-
sion," the most satisfactory scheme shows that
the three-headed bust is Mercury.raT

Actually, there is good reason to believe that
the tricephalic god was assimilated to more
than one Roman deity.148 flowever this may be, I
am convinced that the evidence of the vases as

a whole cannot be forced to fit the artificial
scheme of "gods of the days of the week." The
pottery in question seems rather to continue
such ancient La Tine traditions as are seen on
the exterior plaques of the Gundestrup caul-

niche-that he is a later addition which does not
belong to the original conception (cf" Blanchet, 202;
Kriiger, 136, who believes the pedestal was erected
to support a statue of the Roman Mars and that the
"tric6phale" was added Iater to explain the nature
of the Roman god).

t3e Most of these have been gathered by Loeschke,
Rbm.-germ. Konesponilenz-Blatt I (19f5) 9f.

140 This may also come from Mons; the provenance
is not certain.Ht:2,4.5 cm.; W:95 cm.; Ht. of busts:
12 cm. I am deeply indebted to M. Jean Babelon for
having permitted me to examine this vase at my
leisure. For excellent illustrations, see Krliger, op. cit.
pl. rv; C. Jullian, REA LO (1908) 173 f., pls. xrr-xrrr.
That Bavay was the center of a flourishing production
is indicated by the fact that the Museum there is in
possession of about 70 or 80 .fragments of similar
vessels-P. Darche, BuIi. arch6ol. 1932-33, 665 f.

tar E. Babelon, Guid,e illustrde, 24.
r12 Cultes 8, p. 170.
r43 Cf. Cumont, "Comment la Belgique fut romani-

s6e," Anrnles d. I. soc. d,'arch6ol. ile Bruxelles 28 (1919)

174 f. He enumerates some examples and relates them
to the second century wave of oriental religions which
brought astrological concepts that combined with

eertain Celtic beliefs persevering among the Belgae.
raa For fragments from Bavay and Elouges, near

Mons (tricephalic divinity), see Baron de Loe,
Belgique ancienne, Cat . . . Bruwlles 3 (f937) f64 f .,

no. 58. Other fragments derive fiom Valenciennes,
Aiseau, Schalkoven in Limburg, Tongres, Ombret
and Yod6cee (for the latter, see Debove, RA 1853,
289). The late Paul Rolland was kind enough to call
my attention to a complete vase in the Tournai
Museum, published by Amand, Ant. class. 12 (1943)
p. 100.

u5 F. de Villenoisy, BulI. de I'inst. arch,tol. L,ilgeois,
ff (1873) 484 f. (excavation report; the most recent
coin found on the plateau at Jupille was of Com-
modus); 29 (1894) 423430. Demarteau, Mdlanges G"

Kurth (1908) 2, L5-95 and pl. Iihm. L'Arilenne
Belgo-romaiw,3 ?1 f.

1{6 Discovered at the Fliegenberg, Troisdorf. Co-
logne, Prehistoric Museum. C. Rademacher, Mannus
2 (1910) 1-17; pl. n, 3-4.

ra7G. Kossinna, Mannus 2 (1910) 201-208, with a
table of the various possibilities, comparing the
sehemes of Bavay and Jupille.

ra8 See below pp. 39-42.
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dron,las with busts of divinities which need not
conform to any single correlative or significant
pattern, This is borne out by the fact that a
similar vase group is known, characterized by
merely four busts.160 Furthermore, with the ex-
ception of E. Kriiger, the scholars whose views
have been outlineC above date the various vases
in the late second or early third century A.D.,
primarily for the reason that they feel representa-
tions of the days of the week could not be ex-
pected in the provinces before that period. But,
with Kriiger,rsr I should place them-on the
basis of style alone-no later than the early part
of the first century 4,.o. Whether the planetary
week was accepted in the North at such an early
date is an entirely separate problem. The Cologne
vase comes from a sepulture which is dated by
the excavator in the third century A.D., but he
himself admits at least the possibility that it
belonged to an earlier grave destroyed by a new
complex.ls2 Comparison with certain glass pend-
ants in the shape of human heads found in La
Tdne burials of the late fourth century n.c.
and in Punic tombs of the same age proves, f
believe, that indigenous Celtic style persists in
these ceramic products.ra They must not be
dated too late in the Roman period. However,
if they should belong to an "awakening of the

indigenous element" in the second century,lil
they would still have little value in determining
the significance of the tricephalic god on analogy
with his supposed Roman, planetary counter-
part.

In place of attempts to mold the evidence of
the vases into a precorrceived pattern in order to
approach an understanding of the three-headed
god through alleged interpretatio gallica, it is
more valid methodologically to examine the
archaeological material for external evidence
which may point the way for further research.
There are several facts rvhich one can state under
this category, without evaluation or interpreta-
tion. First: one of the tricephalic representations
comes from an excavation which also yielded
two funeral inscriptions;155 Second: Reims was
obviously an important center of his cult, as can
be judged by the number of cippi found there.r56
It is interesting to note in passing that the pre-
served monuments from this city, with the ex-
ception of gravestones and other funerary sculp-
tures, can be related almost exclusively to the
worship of Cernunnos and his circle. In addition
to the well-known stele of the stag god, there are
a number of reliefs of goddesses who seem to have
a certain rapport with Cybele,rs? a figure of a
woman nursing a child or a "D6esse ndre "r58

ras fndeed, Kossinna (ibin. 203-205) following S.
Miiller tries to force the Gundestrup vessel into the
"Wochengiitter" pattern, despite the fact that there
were originally eight exterior panels and that he has
diffculty with the preserved divinities. For this
reason he dates the cauldron in the second or tliird
century e.o.

r50 Discussed by L. Renard, Bull. d,. l. soe. scientif.
de Limburs 22 (1904) r98 f.

15t Annales, XXI" CongrDs, 127-131. Krtiger is the
only author who actually considers the stgle oL the
vases. He makes significant comparisons of the pro-
files of the bases and finds parallels in Augustan
pottery from the camp at Haltern. Of the Bavay
example he says (p. 130): "Il ne doit donc pas 6tre
post6rieure d, l'6poque de Tibire."

Loeschke (RG Korr. Bl. t9t5,5-9) compares a
mould for pressing these busts on vases, stating un-
equivocally that this mould dates from the third
century. There is no indication of his reasons for this
dating. Ferri reproduces the same mould in Trier
(Arte romana sul Reno, lg5 f., figs. ll7-118) saying
that it seems of the secpnd century. ft should be

noted that Drexel is another advoeate of an early
dating for the "Wochengdttervasen," as expressed in
his study of the Gundestrup vessel- op. cit. 70.

t52 Rademacher, op. eit. lI f .
163 See D6cheletle, Manuel, 2, pl. 3, p. 1317, fig.

574, L-6. No. 2, from Carthage, is particularly close
in style to the busts on the vases.

r5{ Cumont, op. cit. 174 f., note 1. Cf. Kriiger, op,
eit. L28.

u5 The relief from Dax (see above, note 129, l). RA
1882, 1, p. 125.

ls There is, in addition, a "Viergdtterstein" in the
H6tel Dieu which represents Mercury, Jupiter, Diana
(?), and the tricephalic god. E V, no. 3666. Discovered
in the Rue de Temple. The three-headed divinity
wears & short tunic and mantle; his front face is
beardless, the lateral ones bearded. I{e holds a patera
in his right hand and rests his left on a gnarled stick.

157 E V no. 3670, 3673-5. Reims, Mus6e arch6ologi-
que. The provenances are not known, but the stela.e
must derive from the city or its vicinity. The general
disposition in all of these shows a seated, draped
goddess who holds a cornucopia. fn most cases she
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and monuments which relate to Mercury.rbe
Third: one may recall the incontestable assimila-
tion of the three-headed god to both Mercury
and Cernunnos on occasion.rdo

On this basis, one may enter a more specula-
tive sphere to examine additional monuments
which represent the "tric6phale" in the company
of other figures. The connection with Mercury-
and one must bear in mind that assimilation in
isolated instances does not imply identity-is
reafrrmed by a cippus from La Malmaison
(Aisne).16r This shows a relief of Mercury and a
goddess, and is surmounted by the familiar
three-faced, bearded head. In the museum of
Verdun is a relief of a standing tricephalic figure
who holds a cock, the frequent chthonic attribute
of Mercury,r62 'Itwo fragmentary reliefs, from

Trier and Metz respectively, enlarge the sphere
of his connections.ro3 These are quite normal
representations of a group of three Matres,
those goddesses who have already been men-
tioned as counterparts to Cybele in Gaul.r6a But
below the central goddess on each stele appears a
tricephalic bust of the Reims type.

Two further sculptures are more problematic.
The first is a sacellum from Beaune with three
figures within its architectural niche.165 The
tricephalic divinity is given the central position,
flanked by Pan and another god; all hold cornu-
copias. This sculpture is in such poor condition
that it is not possible to suggest a date for it,
although it is undoubtedly not one of those which
manifest stylistic survivals from Celtic art, and
its developed religious imagery suggests the

wears a mural crown and has one foot raised on a
small round footstool.

r58 E V no. 3679. Reims, Hotel de Ville. Again, the
pro!'enance is not indicated. Such a coqeeption,
dependent upon fertility symbolism, is probably re-
lated to the cult of Cernunnos in its wider sense.

Compare the statue in Auxerre, Catalogue B, no. 15,

which represents a "dieu accroupi" nursing a child.
r5e E V, no. 3668. Reims, private collection, Dis-

covered in the city. This stele shows a bearded Mer-
cury clad in native dress standing beside his partner,
Rosmerta. Below the figures are represented a cock
and the head of a boar(?); Mercury holds a second
such head. It seems that both might be ram's heads

similar to that of the relief in the Mus6e Carnavalet
in Paris. One might note here the crossJegged figure
(Catalogue B, no, 14) of unknown provenance, but
in a private collection near Reims.

t60 In addition to the Autun statuette and the
statue of Condat already mentioned, ihere is another
monument which may evidence a similar syncretism,
A bronze female head discovered al Cebazat (Puy-de-
D6me) shows two smaller heads applied above the
ears in the manner of the Autun figurine. Possibly
this is to be connected with Diana, but one detail
indicates a relation to the female partner of Cernun-
nos: behind the diadem are two small holes, at either
side of the hair parting. Could these have some
connection with the frequent insertion of antlers in
the monuments we are considering, or did they merely
serve to attach a moon-crescent? The head is 0"08

m. in height. See Luguet, BulL archlol.1890,240 1.,

pl. xnr.
161 E V, no. 3756 with bibl. St. Germain-en-Laye.

Ht: 0.65 m.; W: 0.32 m. Mercury and the goddess

are seated. He is nude and holds a cock in his
hand, as well as some indeterminpte object in
right.

162 E VI, no. 4640 with bibl. Discovered at Senon
(Meuse). Ht; 0.49 m.; W: 0.26 m. The figure is de-
scribed as bicephalic in Esperandieu. The relief is
fragmentary, revealing only the right face in its
entirety, but it seems reasonable to assume a third
head missing at the left.

163 E \T, no. 4937. Trier Museum. Ht: 0.19 m.;
W. as preserved: 0.13 m. Only the central of the
seated goddesses is complete. For a better photograph,
see KrUger, Westd.eut. Ztschr. 26 (1907) 3f5, pl. x,
13. See also, Idem., Schumarhzr-FestschriJt (7930)
249-253.

D IX, no. 7234. This piece is known only through
a drawing from Tabouillot and Francois, Hist. de

Meta (1769). Here the three Matres are standing.
16a Cf. above, note 104.
165 Catalogue C, no. 8. For an ingenious interpreta-

tion of this monument in relation to disease and
abnormalities, see G. Wilkq Die Heilkunde in d,er

europiiischen Yorzeit (1936), text accompanying fig.
36. Medical historians utilize Gallo-Roman sculpture
to on astonishing degree. It is also discussed fre-
quently in literature published by the French Folklore
Society. None of these publications is quoted in this
article, since they are rarely scientific formulations,
but rather comparable to earlier literature like the
interesting study of Bulliot and Thiollier, La mission
et Ie culta d,e Saint Martin . . . ilans Ie pays 6duen
(Autun 1892). The latter includes many of our ex-
amples, discussed from the viewpoint of determining
the rural paganism which St. Martin had to combat.

left
his
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later Empire. We have seen the connection of the
three-headed deity with the Matres who, as
goddesses of forests and woods, must have been
included in the wider sphere of Cernunnos wor-
ship, particularly his fertility. aspects. As time
went on the natives seem to have come to iso-
Iate this forestial domain from Cernunnos and,
under the influence of the Roman garrisons who
specially honored their own god of the woods
and hunt,160 to relegate it to Silvanus. In the
Balkan regions, however, the penetration of
originally Greek ideas conditioned his repre-
sentation under the guise of Pan.187 I believe that
the Beaune triad is to be regarded as unique
documentation of this development, perhaps
dedicated by a person whose home had been in
Dalmatia, with the figure of Pan replacing the
normal Celtic type of Silvanus. The bust of
Diana, the normal partner of Silvanus, in the
gable would certainly be apposite to this inter-
pretation.l68 The presence of the tricephalic
divinity can be explained by a system of trans-
fer: having been associated with the Matres, who
in turn became affiliated with Silvanus,roe he
migrated from the Cernunnos cult into that of

his supplanter in certain instances. It is also
possible that the emphasis upon the number
three in the Beaune relief may be analogous to the
established formula of the three Matres.rTo

The foregoing theory is substantiated by the
overlapping functions of Cernunnos and Sil-
vanus in Gaul, which would seem to prove that
their dichotomy is based upon original unifica-
tion in a single cult.rTr Thus Silvanus is regularly
associated with another divinity of the under-
world, Sucellos, who is represented with a ham-
mer and olhq and is frequently accompanied by
Cerberus.rT2 On the other hand, one of Kruger's
major contributions has been indisputable evi-
dence that Silvanris was often identified with
Mars.r73 This fact will have some bearing on the
proposed derivation of the tricephalic divinity.

A second problematic monument cognate to
the three-headed god is a relief from Dennevy
(Sadne-et-Loire) in the Mus6e lapidaire at
Autun.r74 He stands at the left, wearing a tunic
and mantle, and seems to break a small cake
with both hands.176 Beside him, in the center,
stands a female figure whose drapery leaves her
right breast bare; she wears a diadem and holds

1tr For the importa.nce of Silvanus among the
legions, see L. Chatelain, M6l. 30 (19f0) pp. 77-9?
(particularly pp. 78 ff.).

167 Cf. Wissowa, ARW 1916-19, 34; R. Peter,
"Silvanus," Rascher, iv2, cols. 870 L, 874;KloLz, RE
3, col. 123. An interesting survival'of this is found in a
fifteenth century (?) Italian manuscript (Vat. MS.
Barb. lat. 273): Pan is shown with a moon in his hair
(cf, the bust of Diana above him on the Beaune relief)
and is inscribed "Pan-Silvanus," see G, Carbonelli,
Sulle Jonti storiche d,ella chimica e d,ell'alchimia in
Italin (rs25) , fis. 77.

In Dalmatia Pan-Silvanus is accompanied often
by three goddesses, Silvanae, comparable to the
Matres in Gaul and Germany.

168 fn view of the alliance between Silvanus and
the Celtic mallet-god, Sucellos (cl. infra), it is in-
teresting to note that Sueellos and Diana appear as
partners on a "Viergtitterstein" in Mainz-Flouest,
RL 1890, 1, pp. 153-165, pl. vr.

16e CI. supra. Also, Renel, op. cit. 322. For a discus-
sion of Silvamrs' connection with the cult of the
Matres and a listing of illustrative monuments, see

M. Ihm, BonnJbb 8:' (r88?) 83 fr.
r70 This emphasis on three led Creuly (RA L862,1,

pp. 2a f.) to interpret the monument as a manifesta-

tion of the cult oI the Lares oia,Les and, Hecate.
17r A provocative stele which is perhaps a reflection

of such unification was discovered on Le Donon in
1937. It represents a male divinity with attributes
and characteristics of Mercury (talaria), Silyanus
(fruits and pine-eone), and Cernunnos (stag), as well
as the ascdc sometimes held by Sucellos. See Lincken-
held, Bull. ihs antiquaire.s 1937, 136; Grenier, ,Les

Gaulois, pl. xrr, left; Forrer, Cahiers il'Alsace lg?7,
155 (8, XI, no. ?800).

i72 See H. Ilubert, R/. tgl5, f, pp. 26-89. His
evidence for the assimilation is buttressed by inscrip-
tions to the two divinities (CIZ XlI, 69p4, for exam-
ple). For the mallet-god in general, see the recent study
by Lambrechts and the following: MacCulloch, op.
ait. Sl; A. de Barth6lemy, Rea. coltique I (tg7o-?g)
1-8. A major problem is the relationship between
Cernunnos and Sucellos as underworld divinities. The
latter seems to be a chthonic Zeus-serapis ttrpe,
whereas Cernunnos is more allied with the Greek
Pluto.

173 Kriiger, Gnmanin 1939, 256-258. fnscriptions
ensure the validity of this section of his study. Cf.
below, p. 42, note 188.

f 74 E m, no. 2l3l with bibl. Ht:0.95 m.; W: O.e1 m.
175 See above, p. 36, note 131.
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a, patera over a small altar. To the right stands
her counterpart, a Genius wilh long hair,
wrapped in a mantle which conceals the lower
part of his torso; he grasps a cornucopia in his
left hand and a round object in his right toward
which a serpent climbs. This last figure bears a
strong resemblance to another youth of abun-
dance type portrayed on a relief inLuxembourg.lTo
But an unusual feature of the latter sculpture
returns us to the cult of Cernunnos, for in one
corner of the niche appears the head of a staSr

disgorging coins onto a rectangular tablet;the
head of a bull is also visible. The relationship of
both the Dennevy relief and the Luxembourg
stele to our major investigation will be eluci-
dated below.

If it has been demonstrated that the tri-
cephalic divinity of the Celts has definite con-
nections with the cult of Cernunnos and that, on
oecasion, he may even be combined with the
latter in a single image, it still remains to clarify
his origin and independent significance, to define
the background of the established syncretism.
In this connection it is natural to recall other
conceptions of tricephaly among fndo-European
peoples.l77 The idea of a being with three heads
or bodies appears repeatedly in the classical
world. It cannob be mere fortuity that the
principle is especially common for those of some
chthonic affliation: Cerberos, Hecate, Typhon
and, above all, Geryon.

The figure of Geryon has been traced to an
origin in Minoan-Mycenaean times and would

appear to be a genuine Mediterranean invention
rather than one of the myriad Greek derivations
from hybrid creations of the Near East or
Egypt.ttt It is customary to divide the represen-
tations of this personage into two groups: one of
Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean, the other
of the West. The first is characterized by a three-
bodied formation which is often accompanied by
a corresponding multiplicity of arms and legs,rTe

but the type of three heads added to an other-
wise normal human figure is restricted to the
Western Mediterranean until an advanced
date.180 Sardinian bronzes of the seventh cen-
tury n.c. reveal such a forrnula,rsl and it is very
popular throughout the development of Italic art,
notably among the Etruscans.

The legend of Hercules' conflict with Geryon
and the hero's rape of his cattle is frequently
laid in these western regions-namely, at Gades
in Spain, although the geographical setting is a
fluctuating element among classical authors.lst
Pausanias, however, was shown at Gades the
tree which sprang from Geryon's body.rs In
later Roman times there was an oracle of Ger-
yon at Patavium in Cisalpine Gaul.r8a But,'in any
case, it cannot be maintained that the Greek
legend derives from some ancient acquaintance
with the three-headed figures prevalent in the
West, nor that for this reason the locale was
placed in Spain. The eastern and western mani-
festations are rather parallel developments from
a common source,

On the surface of the story, the cattle which

176 Catalogue C, no. 7.
r77 See H. Usener, "Dreiheit," Rhci,nisches Museurn

f. Philologie, S8 (1903) 1-47, 161-908, 321-362, Ior
a study devoted to this problep. Cf. Montfaucon,
Ant. Eapl. 2 pl. 184 for.polycephalic divinities of
Germanic tribes (Trigla-a goddess with three heads)
and the Slavic tricephalic god, Triglav. See also R.
Pettazzoni, "The pagan origins of the three-headed
representation of the Christian trinity," Journal
Warburg Institute, I (f946) 135-151.

tre Weicker, RE 7 col. 1290. This article (cols.

f286-fe96) is the basis for much of the following
material.

r7s lbid. cols. 1290-1994, for examples. Cf. Hesiod,
Tluog. 287.

tao Panofsky (Heraules am Scheid,ewege, p. l, n, 2
after Schlosser, Be'ilage zur Miinchner aligemeinen

Zeitung 1894, no. 249, p. 5) speaks of an "older,"
Gallo-Roman tlpe of three-headed representation
with three faces, three noses, three mouths and two
or four eyes; the "younger" type is characterized as

three free-standing heads. Actually the latter type
seems to be the earlier. if one takes into consideration
the ancient ftalic representations.

lEr A. de la Marmora, Vogage en Sard.aigne (1839-5?)
2, pl. xxrv, no. 67. Cf. E. Pais, Atti Linc.7 (I88f)
366 fr., for spurious figures among those published by
Marmora, See also, B. Gerhard, Gesomm. Schrift, 2,

54f, pl. xr,v, no. 1.
r8' The most extended account appears in Apollo-

dorus (Pad. 10.25-27), and he places the action at
Gades.

r83 1.35.9.
le Suetonius, Tib. 14.3.
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Hercules steals from the island of Erytheia are
the herds of Helios, and he travels thence in the
golden beaker of the Sun-god. But Robert and
other scholars have established that, although
at some remote period it may have been the
herds of the Sun which the story concerned, in
the form in which it is preserved to us the mean-
ing is already quite different, that "es nicht
sowohl die Rinder des Ifelios als die des Hades
sind. . . "; that the deed is perhaps only
another form of the Cerberos myth with the
same implications of triumph over death.185

The cattle would thus stand for souls and their
theft for release from the abode of the dead; the
shepherd Eurytion would parallel N{enoitos, the
herdsman of Hades, and his multiple-headed
watch dog, Orthos, would be the counterpart of
Cerberos.186 Confirmation of this is to be found
in the tomb frescoes of the fourth century n.c.
in the Tomba dell'Orco at Corneto where Geryon
appears as an armed satellite before the throne
of Hades and Persephone.r8T

Given a considerable incidence of representa-
tions of Geryon in Etruscan art,188 it seems justi-
fied to assume that the Celts, during their
sojourn in northern Italy, formed their trice-
phalic god on the basis of an acquaintance with
this figure and his legend in Italic culture.r8e He
must have preserved an aura of the underworld in
this transaction and could therefore serve as a
legitimate cult companion to Cernunnos when

OF ARCHAEOLOGY

that divinity's chthonic powers had been crystal-
lized. In the very process of adaptation to the
worship of the stag-god, new implicatirjns of
fertility would have developed which ultimately
conditioned his conjunction with the Matres. In
regard to the syncretism of the three-headed god
and Mercury, another prominent member of the
Cernunnos circle, it is a question whether wor-
shippers in Gaul were aware of external analogies
between their indigenous god and the classical
one whom the Greeks sometimes represented
with three or four heads.reo It is more probable,
however, that their assimilation to one another
in specific monuments is but the symbolic
dichotomy of cult companions, comparable to
the hybrid images of a three-headed Cernunnos
or a Mercury seated cross-legged.lel

The preceding clarification of the position of
the problematic tricephalic divinity of the Celts
has underlined one of the major aspects of the
stag-god as lord of the nether .world. In addition
to this, and subordinate to the other, fertility
side of his complex personality, there is yet
another development under Roman influence
which expands Cernunnos' sphere of activity.

A final development of the complex synthesis
of ideas which attaches to Cernunnos in the
Roman period is announced by the famous
stele from Reims (fig. l3)1e' Unearthed in 1837,
the relief was interpreted with true early nine-

ra5 Robert, "Alkyoneus," Hermes 19 (f884) 483.
ft is interesting to compare Geryon's genealogy, as
given by Hesiod (Th. 270 fr.), and to note how many
of his monstrous relatives were eliminated by Her-
cules.

ls Cf. Weicker, op. cit. cols. 1289 ff. The same
article cites other theories of interpretation, but there
has been substantial agreement on the essentials of
the one accepted here. Apollodorus describes Orthos
as two-headed, but a relief from Clprus (cf. Voigt
and Drexler, Roschn, i2, col. 1636) shows him with
three in the scheme that is usual for Cerberos in later
classical times.

rE7 Giglioli, L'arte etrusca, pl. ccxr,vrrr, 3. The
figure is inscribed Gerun, bttt the three heads are
sufficient identification. Cf, the description of Hades
in Vergil, Aen. 6.289 (. . . Gorgones, Harpgiaeque, et

forma trirorptoris umbrae.). ft is interesting to note a
Renaissanee interpretation of Pluto as having three
bodies; Colonna gives the following inscription in his
Hypnerotomachia (Guflgan facsimile ed., Paris, 1926,

16l): Intarno Plotoni tricopori et carae omri Proser-
pinae tridpitique Cerbero.

rEE One Etruscan bronze statuette is in the ]Vluseum
of Lyon. Its provenance is unknown. I{t: 21 cm.
D. de Chanot , Gaz. arch6ol" 6 (1880) f 36 ff., pl. 22. The
figure is nude, but each of the three heads is helmeted.
Weieker (op. cit. col. 1295) cites a number of examples.

It may be noted here that the classical representa-
tion of Geryon as a warrior could be claimed as the
basis for an assimilation of the tricephalic god to the
Celtic Mars, if one accepts the orthodox interpretation
of the Bavay "Wochengiittervase""

lEe Cf. J. de Witte, nA L875, 2, pp. 883-387.
reo Cf. above, p. 36, note 134, no, 9. Ancient lexi-

cographers speak of a four-headed Hermes which
stood in the Cerameikos at Athens. For images of
I{ermes with three heads, see J" Schmidt, "Trike-
phalos," Roscher 5, cols. 1111-1115.

rer See Catalogue A, no, 9.
1e2 Catalogue C, no. 1.



teenth century allegory as a personification of
the Fine Arts, Commerce and Agriculture.re3 The
Antonine date suggested at the time, on the
basis of coins discovered in the area, does not
seem to require emendation" The rich modelling
of the coiffures and of the beard of Cernunnos,
the gracility of the poses, and the rather "ba-
roque" extension of the flanking figures beyond
the frame do not contradict it.1e4

It is not necessary to reaffirm the chthonic
significance which is maintained, though sub-
ordinated, for Cernunnos here. A small rat
sculptured in the pediment of the stele substanti-
ates that aspect of the divinity; as a burrowing
animal, the rat was early associated with the
underworld.tsr Jhs bull and stag are probably to
be recognized as allusions to the remote theri-
olatrous origins of the stag-god, as well as fer-
tility symbols. But other elements of this compo-
sition enlarge the familiar iconography of
Cernunnos and present new problems of inter-
pretation.

First, the conjunction of two normal, classical
gods, Apollo and Mercury, must be explained.
.The presence of Mercury is not surprising. We
have encountered him before in this circle for
which he possesses more than one qualification.
Not only is Mercury a constant associate of
funerary divinities as a favored mediator between
the world of men and the realm of the dead, but
he is also an ally of the generative forces of
abund,antia. His function as protector of herds
goes far back into classical Greek times, and one

can be sure that his connection with Demeter is
based as much upon corn fertility as upon
chthonic significance. This is borne out by the
situation:in Rome in the early fifth century n.c.
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when, as Livy records, whoevet won the dedica-

tion of the temple of Mercury was to incur
thereby administration of the corn supply, as

well as establishment of the merchants' guild.ls
The inclusion of Apollo as a major partner is,

however, more difficult to interpret.
fn this respect one may cite a frequent part-

nership of Mercury and Apollo in classical

times: at Olympia they shared one altar because,

Pausanias assumes, "Hermes invented the lyre
and Apollo the lute."re? But this is not the only
ground for their afriliation. Apollo under one

guise was worshipped in rites of the Great God-

desses at Oechalia in Messenia, rites which were

said to be second only to those of Eleusis in
sanctity. At that site were erected statues of

Apollo Carneios, Hagne (Kore) and Hermes.re8

FurtwEngler studied the syncretistic unification
of Apollo and Mercury incidental to a statuary
type which portrays Mercury with the attri-
butes of a scroll and the quiver and baldric of

Apollo.lse In Roman provincial art there is
abundant evidence for their fraternization: an

altar in the Museum of Metz shows Mercury
and Rosmerta on one side, Apollo on the other;200

an important stele in Stuttgart reveals the two
divinities side by side, accompanied by two
minute human figures, above a sacrifice which
includes Minerva;2ol and a quadrangular block
from Reims itself presents on one face a nude

Mercury with caduceus, lyre, cornucopia and

club.2m

Nevertheless, it is impossible at this time to
venture any concrete suggestion as to the rela-

tion of Apollo with Cernunnos'2o3 In any case'

the affiliation is not a unique phenomenon.

Another monument of the stag-god (fig. 4)20a as a

re3 B. Charton, Magasin pittmesque 1847, f64.
lea Certain elements, however, might suggest a

chronological revision into the late Hadrianic period:
the rigid isocephaly, preserved in the two animals by
a rather naive device, or the uncoordinated juxtaposi-

tion of figures and background.
terDe witte, RA 1852,561. This detail has been

seized upon as a "tangible clue" to the influence of
Indian art on that of Gaul-A. Griinwedel, Globas

75, March 18, 1899, 176, comparing figures of Kuwera
in which his sack is replaced by a rat.

196,)oryR

1e7 5.14.8.
reE Pausanias 4.33.4,

tss Kleine Sclwiften 2, 350-360.
200 E V, no. 4346 with bibl. From Montigny.
201 E XI, no. 4?9. From near Neuberg. Cf. Haug-

Sixt, .Ram. Inschr. u. Bildw. Wiirttembergs, pp. 78

f., no. 112, fig. 40.
202 Cf. above, p. 38, note 156, for the tricephalic

divinity on another face of the same stone. Ifahl
dates this sculpture c. tt.o. 232-op. cit. 42.

m3 Cf. the suggestion of Rhys (Celtic Heathendorn

88) that Apollo, connected in Gaul with mineral
springs, here represents the sources of health pouring
out from Cernunnos' deep realm.

2u Catalogue C, no. 5.
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child, holding a purse and torque and flanked by
youthful genies and serpents, preserves on its
adjacent face a figure of Apollo playing the
lyre. On analogy with the Reims sculpture, the
third, destroyed side could probably be recon-
structed as a representation of Mercury.

A second novel feature of " the Reims stele
reveals a new direction oL interpretatio romana.
Cernunnos holds a large sack from which he
pours forth sketchily rendered round objects.
These have been variously interpreted as coins,
grains, acorns or beech-nuts,206 but comparison
with other monuments supports their identifi-
cation as coins. The same objects are spewed
out by the stag on the Luxembourg relief already
mentioned, where their flatness and regularity
of shape could be applied only to pieces of money.
A stone statue from La Guerche shows a seated
figure holding a purse from which coins escape.26
A silver bowl from Lyon bears relief decoration
which represents, according to P. Wuilleumier,
Cernunnos reclining on a couch beside a table at
which Mercury counts out coins.207

With this development it becomes proper to
speak of Cernunnos as Dis Pater, the old Italic
god of the underworld who corresponds to the
Greek Pluto.208 The fact seems inescapable that
the Celtic divinity with his chthonic-fertility
dualism was equated by the Romans with their
own god of similar character. In Rome Dis Pater
had a sanctuary near the altar of Saturn belong-
ing to the temple whose subterranean cave was
given over to the custody of the Roman state
treasury.2oe It is probable that some association
of money, i.e., the metals of its composition and
the depths of the earth from which theywere
mined, led people to assign the function of be-

stower and protector of riches to the lord of those
nether regions. Subsequently, by a comprehensi-
ble transfer, the same role was attributed to Dis
Pater's Celtic equivalent. For two centuries
Cernunnos maintained his identity, but with the
triumph of this ltoman interpretation at the end
of the second century e.n., the way was opened
for his complete submergence in classical forms.
In the Luxembourg relief and the Dennevy
sculpture related to it,2r0 his fertility aspects are
expressed by Genii of abundance.

Perhaps Cernunnos preserved his independ-
ence in the funerary sphere; in any case this most
haunting figure of the Celtic pantheon achieved
as enduring an immortality as many divinities
of the classical world. He survives in many exam-
ples of Irish and Viking art: for example, the
north pillar of Clonmacnoise2lr and one leaf of
the Book of Bobbio in Turin.2r2 The imaginations
of medieval artists were also captured by the
arresting appearance of this antlered divinity. I
may mention two examples of this continued
interest. The Stuttgart Psalter, that manuscript
which contains so much provocative material for
archaeologists, gives startling evidence of what
has been suspected from its style: that its minia-
turist was a well-informed observer of Gallo-
Roman monuments. In the scene of the Descent
into Limbo he places Cernunnos, complete with
cross-legged posture, antlers, and even a ram-
headed serpent, in an arcaded niche of Hades.2r3

No mere copying of some antique monument this
but a clear vision of what that ancient figure
stood for, the lord of the underworld in his
proper home.zl4 Again, on one o{ the capitals of
the Cathedral of Parma,.Cernunnos is shown
seated between two addorsed animals, clearly

205 Kriiger, Germania 1539, 259, n. 6, agrees that
they are certainly coins, and compares the Celtic die
tlpe with the head of a stag on the obverse mentioned
above, p. 26, note 84.

206 Catalogue B, no. 10.
207 Catalogue A, no. 19.
20t R. Peter, "Dis Pater," Rascher, ir, cols. ll?9-

1r88.
2oe lbid., col. 1181.
2ro See above, pp. 4G-41.
2rr Henry op. cit, 108; Idem, La sculpture irland,aise,

pl. 41, 3. Although hornless, the crossJegged figures
of the Oseberg bucket (Henry, Irish Art pl. 49) and

the Freyr statuette from Rellinge (Berstl, Jb. asint.
Kunst. | [f 92a] pl. 99, 2) belong to the same tradition.

2r2 Henry, Irish Art pl. 67,
2r3 Berstl, op. cit. pl. 102, 9. DeWald, The Stuttgart

Psal,ter, fol. 16 verso.
2il A similar cogrrizance of the original implications

of Cernunnos appeaxs in a miniature of a fifteenth
century manuscript of the Holy Grail. Satan is shown
as a three-faced being (rendered in a very accurate
Reims type) with animal ears and anllers-Aesculape,
Sept. 1912, p. x of Supplement. For the Christian
applications of tricephaly to both Satan and the
Trinity, see Pettazzoni, op. cit, l5l.
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identified by the small antlers which sprout
from his head.2r5

If this detailed examination of the monuments
of the cult of the stag-god has clarified his sig-
nificance and permitted a more integrated under-
standing of his functions, it has also yielded im-
portant evidence for the typology ofprovincial
sculpture. Pre-Roman types were able to survive
the impact of classical culture,2r6 and this select
example has given some intimation of the com-
plex background of Gallo-Roman art with its
fusion of diverse elements from varied sources.

Nuw Yonr Uwrvnnsrrv
December 1949

APPENDIX

CATAI.OGUE OT NEPNESENTATIONS OF
CERNUNNOS AND RELATED

FIGUNES

L. refers to Lantier's catalogue in
MonPiot 34 (1934) 4r-50.

C.lrer,ocuu A: Bnorzo Srarurrrss
f: (L.2) Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Mus6e des an-

tiquit6s nationales, inv. no. 14658. Discovered c. 1840
at Savigny, near.Autun (Sa6ne-et-Loire). Ht:0.185 m.
including base (fig. 7).

Bearded divinity seated with his legs crossed under
him upon a cushion decorated by cross-hatched in-
cisions. He wears a long sleeveless garment fastened at
each shoulder by a round fibula, a torque about his
neck, and a bracelet on his right wrist, Two smaller
heads projecting at either side of the principal one, just
above the ears, make this god tricephalic. Above his
forehead appear two symmetrical holes (which still re-
tain traces of lead) for the attachment of antlers.

The divinity's arms protectively embrace the bodies
of two serpents with fish tails and ram heads which en-
circle his torso; the heads of these animals rest upon
an indistinguishable heap of fruits (?) held in the lap of
the god, above whieh a second torque is hieratically
displayed. An illustration is to be found in R,4 1880,
l, pl. xrr. A new picture-book, published in Paris, in-

cludes a fine plate of this figurine (pl. 6) and of several
other works discussed in this study: Champigneulle
and Gischia La sculpt. en France d. l. pr6hist. d ta fi,n
d,u mogen age, 1950.

2. Unpublished bronze in the possession of I{.
Scheinfelen in Stuttgart, on loan exhibition in the
Landesmuseum at Cassel. This statuette is mentioned
by E. Kriiger, Germania 93 (1939) 253-4: ".. . lrock-
enden Hirschgottes mit dem geiifrneten Geld-
beutel. . " ."

3. (L.8) Mus6e de Clermont-Ferrand; cast Mus6e
Saint-Germain, inv. no. 29313. Discovered in the
suburbs of Clermont-Ferrand (Puy-de-D6me). Lan-
tier, fig. 9.

Goddess seated with crossed legs. She wears a long
chiton, mantle, and a tiara. Two unbranched antlers
grow from her head. In her left hand she holds a cornu-
copia; the missing right hand was partially extended
and probably held a patera.

4. (L.9) Lost statuette formerly in the Jesuit collec-
tion at ilesangon (Doubs). B. de Montfaucon,
L'anti4uitt etpliqude,2nd ed. (1729) 9, pl. cxrv, fig. B.

Goddess deated as before, in the so-called "tailors'
seat." She wears a long-sleeved chiton with an over-
drape at the waist. From her head rise four-pointed
antlers. The left hand holds a cornucopia filled with
fruits, and the right a patera.

Montfuucon misinterpreted the antlers as palm
branches and consequently identified the figure as Isis.

5. (L.10) London, British Museum. Unknown
provenance (fig. 0).

Goddess seated as before, wearing a long chiton.
Three-pointed antlers grow from her head. In her left
hand she holds a cornucopia with a "bull's head" on its
reverse, and in her right a patera,

6. I-ost statuette formerly in the collection of M. de
Chezelles at Montlugon (Allier). Montfaucon, op. crl.
2, pl. cxc, fig. 6.

Bearded diviuity standing with right arm extended.
The god wears a long-sleeved undergarment and a
cloak which is wrapped tightly about his legs. From his
temples grow four-pointed antlers. In his le{t hand he
holds a striated object which terminates in an animal
head (ram or goat?).

7. Lost statuette formerly in the possbssion of M. de
Mautour, Pa,ris. From Ablainsevelt (Pas-de-Calais),

rr5 C, Martin, L'art raman en Itolie pl. 10, g. He
holds a spear in one hand. The curls of his beard are
rendered in very Celtic style, closely comparable to
the exterior plaques of the Gundestrup cauldron.

The ram-headed serpent was also revived in later
periods, appearing frequently in rnanuscripts, par-
ticularly those of the Apoealypse, &s & symbol of the
anti-Christ. Cf. the Apocallpse, Valenciennes, no.

199, fols. 36, 37 and 26 (the text with the latter reads:
ilraconem qui lnbet cornua ilu,o simula agni.. .)-
Bull. d. l. soc. ile reproil. ile manuscrits 6, l9pp, pl.
XXVIII.

216 The horse-goddess, Epona, would be another
example. She not only survived, but was accepted by
the legions and spread throughout the Bmpire.
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1703. Ht: "13 thumbs." Moreau de Mautour, Disserta-
tion sur une fi,gure d,e bronze, trouade dans un tombeau et

qui reprisenta unc d,iuinit| des anc'izns (Paris 1706). The
engraving of the figure, between pp. 6 and 7 (Figura
aenea ant'i4ua Bo.cchi senioris cornuta) served as the
basis for Montfaucon, op. cit.2, pl. cxc, fig. 5.

Nude, standing divinity with a mantle draped over
his left shoulder and arm. His right arm is partially
extended. The god is bearded, and from his luxuriant
hair spring two antlers. The strange conformation of
these antlers in the drawings, which make them appear
to end in crescents, derives from the fact that these
eighteenth century savants did not understand the
iconography of Cernunnos. A drawing of the head of
this same figure by Grivaud de la Vincelle (Arts et

Mhtiers il,es anc'i.ens [1819] pl. cxr, top center) gives the
antlers a form similar to the Clermont-Ferrand statu-
ette (no. 3), i.e. without tines but with a forked sum-
mit.

8. (L.4) Amiens Museum. Discovered at Amiens
(Somme). Ht:0.108 m. Lantier, fig. 5.

Youthful, beardless divinity seated in a crossJegged
pose. He wears a long-sleeved tunic, belted at the
waist, and a mantle. His arms were outstretched sym-
metrically; the right is missing below the elbow, while
the left hand is clenched as if to grasp some attribute,
At the right side of his head, in front of the hair, ap-
pears a large a"nimal ear; it is said that the're are no
traces of a corresponding one at the other side. Be-
cause of this feature (cf. A. Danicourt, .R.r{, 1886, 1,

p. ?8) early observers identified the figure as Midas.
Lantier points out (MonPiot 34 [1934] 43) that the ear
is rather that of a deer than of a horse (cf. Reinach,
RA L894, 2, p. 37$. The relation of this statuette to
other representations of Cernunnos or members of his
cult remains probiematic.

9. (L.9) Toulouse, Mus6e Saint-Raymond. Dis-
covered at Pouy-de-Touges (Haute Garonne). Traces
of gilding. Lantier, fig. 4.

This figure represents Mercury assimilated to
Cernunnos (see text, p. aP tr.) He is seated with
his legs crossed under him, and his right leg bears
hatchings which resemble those on the cushion of the
Autun Cernunnos (no. f), Both arms are extended
without attributes. The god wears a tunic, a mantle,
and the winged petasos of Mercury.

10. (L.l) Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv. no. ?6551.
Discovered in 1845 at Bouray (Seine-et-Oise). Ht:
0.49 m. (fig. Z). A hollow, copper figure composed of six
independent pieces of sheet metal soldered together,

Nude, beardless man whose head is approximately
half the size of the complete figure. He is seated in the
"tailors' seat," his rudimentary legs violently con-
torted so that the soles of his feet are turned upwards.
He wears a torque about his neck. The arms are miss-
ing, but traces of solder on the thighs prove that the

hands reposed there (Lantier, op. cit,3g versus H" de
Yillefosse, "Le dieu gaulois accroupi de Bouray,"
M6m. d,. I. soc. nat. d,es ont'i,quaires ile France 72 llgl?]
244-275, who believed them to have been raised).

There is no compelling reason to recognize Cernun-
nos in this statuette; the person represented might not
even be divine. Lantier relates it to a group of bronze
busts from Compidgne and elsewhere (Reinach,
Broraes f.gur6s 224 ff;Lantie4 52-55), suggesting that
all are to be connected with the cult of Cernunnos and
his female partner. This seems a dubious assumption,
although one female head from Qompiigne reveals
slots for the insertion of "wings" (Reinach, op, eit. no.
218) or "horns" (Lantiea 54).

11. (L.5) Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv. no. 3i28t.
From Vassel near Billom (Puy-de-D6me). Lantier,
fig.6.

Bearded god wearing a tunic, a mantle and bratqs.
Both arms were extended; the right is broken from the
elbow and the attribute in the clenched left hand is
missing. The pose agrees with that of Cernunnos
types, although the legs are more outstretched than
those of true "dieux accroupis," The figure seems to
bear more relation to the mallet-god o{ the Celts than
to Cernunnos. For interpretation of that divinity and
Cernunnos, see text, p. 40, n. l?2. The "traces of
horns" mentioned by Reinach (Catalogue g [192f] 16g)
seem to be merely damaged curls of hair.

12. (L.6) Mus6e d'Issoudun. From Neurry-Pailloux
(Indre). Ht:0.09 m.

According to Lantier, this is neither the handle of a
patera nor of a sword, but a statuette of a seated fe-
male divinity whose lower body has been replaced by
a simple "bourrelet." She wears a torque about her
neck and holds a second against her chest with both
hands.

This minor monument has been excluded from our
discussion, although it may well belong among repre-
sentations of Cernururos' female partner. Cf. A.
Blanchet, "Manche de poignard du Mus6e d'Is-
soudun," BuIl. il. l. soc. nnt. (les antiquaires ile France
1901, 160-65.

13. (L.7) Formerly in the R. Gadant collection at
Autun. From Mt. Beuvray (Sa6ne-et-Loire). Ht.
0.046 m.

This extremely crude piece represents a seated god-
dess, clothed in a long robe. Her left leg is plaeed in the
correct position for our type, but the right does not
cross it and is more extended" Her arms repose on her
lsrees.

fn the lack of positive evidence, this statuette has
also been.excluded from the discussion. Cf. Lantier,
fig. 7; R. Gadant, "Note sur une figurine de bronze
d6couverte au Beuway en 1905," Mdrn. d,. L soeiiltd
ililuenne, N. S.34 (1906) 261-65.

14. Suspect bronze from Broc (Maine-et-Inire).
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Ht: 0.055 m. Reinach, Bronzes fi.gurts, p. 192; R.
Gaidoz, "Note sur une statuette en bronze repr6sen-
tant un homme assis les jambes crois6es," ,i?l 1881, l,
pp. 965-69.

This bearded figure, clothed in what resembles a
coat of mail, is extremely stylized. He holds two deco-
rative elements in symmetrically upraised hands. The
piece is interpreted as furniture applique and dated in
the medieval period by Reinach and Gaidoz. If it is
medieval, certain details would indicate that the artist
was copying an ancient piece, but it could well be a
modern forgery.

15. In 1896 a dealer in Clermont-Ferrand was in
possession of a small bronze "dieu accroupi," described
as bearded and as having a draped torso. f have been
unable to connect this piece with any other listed here
or to ascertain its subsequent history. For mention of
it, see M. fmbert, "Le dieu gaulois de Chassenon,"
Retue mensuelle d. l'6cole il'anthropologie ile Paris, 6
(18e6) 1e.

Othcr Representations in Metal (and Yal
Camon'tca Roclc caroing)

16. Rock carving of the Val Camonica, North Italy.
See tert, pp. 14, 18, notes 8 and 28 ff.

17. Gundestrup silver cauldron. Copenhagen, Na-
tional Museum. See text, pp. 19-21, notes 38-46 and
(re. 3).

18. Celtic coin type formerly ascribed to the
Catalauni. See text, p. 14 and note 9.

19. Silver bowl found at Lyon in 1929. Ht: 0.065 m.;
upper diam: 0.085 m. P. Wuilleumier, "Gobelet en
argent de Lyon," nA $36,2, pp. 46-53

The decorative frieze shows various animals (boar,
tortoise, raven, eagle, serpent and dog), a youth seated
at a table and pouring coins upon it fiom a purse, and a
figure reclining on a couch. The head of the latter
figure is missing, but he holds a cornucopia and a
torque and a deer stands behind him. Wuilleumier
identifies him as Cernunnos and the youth counting
coins as Mercury, Cf. tert, p, 44,

C,ttar,ocuo B: Srorqp Sr,rrurs

t. (L.24) E Vf, no. 4839 with bibliography. Epinal,
Musee d6partemental des Vosges; cast Mus6e Saint-
Germain, inv. no. 27511. Discovered at Sommer6court
(Haute Marne). Ht: 1.20 m. Sandstone (fig. 11).

Beardless male divinity seated on a cushioned
block. IIis legs have been broken awaS but one foot
appears in horizontal position at his left side and
proves that he was seated cross-legged. The god wears
a tunic and mantle, a torque about his neck, and ear-
rings (as indicated by holes for their insertion). Two
holes, still retaining particles of lead, make it certain
that metal (or natural?) antlers were attached to his
head. Two ram-headed serpents encircle his arms and

shoulders, resting their heads upon a "plate" (or sack?)
held in his lap.

L n W, no. 4831 with bibliography. Epinal Mu-
seum; cast Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv, no. 24510.
From Sommer6court. IIt: 0.95 m. without the head.
Common stone (fig. tZ).

It was the knowledge that this figure had been dis-
covered in a well in 1806 that led Voulot to return to
Summer6court over fifty years later seeking its head,
or other interesting fragments. This expedition led to
the recovery of this goddess' male partner (no. 1): A.
Bertrand, "Les deux divinit6s gauloises de Sommer6-
court," RA 1ffi4,2, pp. 301-904, pls. rx-x.

Female divinity seated normally in a very hieratic
and contained pose. She is fully draped, wears sandals,
and is provided with bracelets as well as a torque about
her neck. A long curl of hair falling over each shoulder
preserves some indication of her coiffure.

The goddess holds a cornucopia in her right hand; it
is filled with three fruits resembling apples and a
round object under her left hand is described as a
fourth such fruit (although it seems more like the
"pomegranate" mentioned below). In her lap is a
Iarge bowl which suggests metallic form and is filled
with more fruits a"nd a sort of "pA.t6e." A serpent with
the head of a ram surrounds her body and rests his
head upon the contents of this vessel. In addition to
the cornucopia resting against her shoulder, the right
hand grasps what has been identified as a pomegranate
and for this reason the goddess was called Ceres in the
catalogue of the museum (J. Laurent, Cat. d,es collec-
tians du Musde d,6part. d,es Vosges [Epinal 1868] 62).

The stylistic afffnily of this figure with that of
Cernunnos from the same site is so strong that the two
divinities can only have been intended as counter-
parts.

3. (L.26) D II, no. 1319 with bibl. Mus6e Saint-
Germain, inv. no. 25827" From Saintes (Charente-
Inf6rieure), Ht: 0.84 m.; width: 0.77 m.; thickness:
A.32 m" Shelly white stone. This so-called altar is
actually a statuary group on the baek of which addi-
tional figures are given in relief (figs. $-10).

At the left, a god seated in the "tailors' seat,"
clothed in a paenula. He holds a purse in his left hand
and a torque in his right. Unfortunately, his head is
missing, making it impossible to determine the pres-
ence or absence of antlers. To the right a draped god-
dess is seated normally upon a cushioned block. She
holds a.cornucopia in her left hand and a dove in her
right. At her left loree stands a diminutive figure, a
draped female carrying a cornucopia and a fruit
(apple?).

On the reverse the "dieu accroupi" is repeated in the
center, seated upon a base which is either supported
by or decorated with two bucrania. In his right hand
he holds a purse, in his left some indeterminate object.
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At his left, supported on a base over a simila,r bull's
head, stands a nude male figure identified as Hercules
because his right ha.nd rcsts on a club, and an apple (?)
is held in his left. At the opposite side of the cross-
legged god a draped female stands on an undecorated
base; she holds some object in her left hand (Espe-
randieu: vase or fruit).

4. E II, no. 1916 with bibl. Bordeaux Museum. Dis-
covered c. 1859 at Condat (Dordogne). Preserved ht:
0.35 m; width at base: 0.41 m. Common stone. De-
stroyed below chest (fig.S).

Three bearded heads on a single broad bust charac-
terize this tricephalic divinity. He is clothed in a
aagum and, wears & large torque about his principal
neck. On top of the central head, two symmetrical
holes for tle insertion of antlers bear out the assimila-
tion of Cernunnos to this second Celtic god (cf. the
bronze statuette from Autun, Cat. A, no. l).

E. Carta,ilhac ("IIne nouvelle statue du dieu tri-
c6phale gaulois," R4 f899, r, pp. 302-303) believed
that he could distinguish an "ear" against one arm,
recalling animals sculptured on other monuments of
the same mythological sphere.

That this is not a bust but part of a complete figure,
probably seated in the usual crossJegged pose, is borne
out by the uneven fracture and the fact that the pose
of the arms can be explained only if they rested on the
divinity's 

. 
thighs (cf. Reinach, "Nouvelles arch6o-

logiques et correspondetce," RA 1899, 2, p. a6?).
The best reproductions are to be found in a note by

C. de Mensignac, "I* dieu tric6phale gaulois de la
commune de Condat," MOm. d. l. soc. archlol. ile
Borileatn 22, no. 2 (1897) 29, pls. r-rr.

5. (L.r3-U) E l, no. 191, III, no. 1?09 and IX, no.
6?03 with bibl. Marseille, Mus6e Bor6ly. Two statues
and fragments of figures squatting in the tailors' seat.
From the sanctuary of La Roquepertuse near Velaux
(Bouches-du-Rh6ne). One fragment (E no. 6703) was
discovered in the vicinity, walled into a construction
at Rognac (M. Clerc, nEA rc [rgr4] 8r). fn addition
to no. 131 and no. 1703, fragmentary remains of similar
figures at La Roquepertuse indicate the original exist-
ence of at least four statues within the sanctuary. The
most fully preserved statue (E no. 131) measures 1.95
m. in height. Unfortunately, not a single head has been
preserved, and it is thus impossible to insist upon an
identifieation with Cernunnos or other members of his
eult; these statues might represent human priests or
vota"ries rather than divine personages. The most re-
cent discussion is to be found in F. Benoit, L'art
primitif rndditnranhen de la vall4e du Rh6ne; La Scdp-
ture 1945, pp, 16, 34-36, pls. t<>(v, xxxrrr-xxxvr.

The preserved statues represent male figures seated
crossJegged on stone plaques, two of which have
"&qoteria" at the corners. Only the legs and base of
the Rognac fragment are preserved. The other two

agree so closely that a description of E no. f31 will
serve the entire group. The right arm follows the con-
tour of the torso, and this hand probably rested on the
upper surfaee of the base. The left arm is bent across
the chest; its hand is missing, but the size of the break
and a metal dowel (Benoit, 16) indicate that some
large object was displayed. One of the fragments which
constitute the third statue is part of a torque or collar
held in that figure's right hand (H. de Gerin-Ricard
and G. A. d'Agnel, Les antiquitds ile Ia V al,lie ile I' Arc en
Prooence, p. 29, no. 6). By analogy one may assume the
same attribute for the more complete figure (Jacobs-
thal, Early Celtic Art [r94a] Text, p. 5).

The fgure is clothed in a short, sleeveless tunic with
vertical folds, a fringed hem, a girdle, and an engraved
network of diamond patterns. A second article of ap-
parel remains unexplained: a thick, rectangular dorsal
section decorated with geometrical patterns c.overs the
back of the figure from neck to thighs, while the
smaller pectoral section is divided into two sections
with stepped outline and crosses or meanders filling
the squares. Jacobsthal (p. 6) attacks the description
of Lantier and Gerin-Ricard, who took it for a stole or
"chasuble," but admits that the construction cannot
be explained in our present state of knowledge.

5a. Musee d'Aix-en-Provence. Fragment of a cross-
legged figure from the sanctuary at Entremont
(Bouches-du-Rh6ne). One leg bent under a thigh; of
same style as Roquepertuse figures, Benoit, op. cit.35,
pl. xxxvrrr, 2.

5b. Mus6e de Nhes. From Russan, oppid,um ol
Marbacum (Gard). Torso of a similar figure wearing
the so-called chasuble. Probably "accroupi" also. ibid,
36, pl. xxxvr, l-2.

6. (L.90) E fI, no. 1603 with bibl. Musee de Cler-
mont-Ferrand. Discovered in 1833 at Longat (Puy-de-
D6me). Preserved ht: c. 0.90 m. Sandstone.

Draped torso of a man whose head, legs and arms
are missing. He is seated in the "tailors' seat" upon a
cushion. Traces of the right hand remain, crossing over
the thigh and resting on the cushion between his legs
(cf. Gaidoz, RA 1884, 9, p. 300). In the absence of the
head and any attributes there can be no certainty that
the statue represents Cernunnos.

7. (L.19) E II, no. r58$with bibl. Mus6e de Roche-
chouart. From a well in Chassenon (Charente). Pre-
served ht: 0.60 m. Common limestone.

Male figure whose head is missing seated cross-
legged. His garment forms a deep pocket between his
thighs. His hands rest on his knees. There is a bracelet
around his right ankle and a torque about his neck.
Again there can be no certainty of identification.

8. (L.18) E fI, no. 1566 with bibl. N6ris, Mus6e de
l'6tablissement thermal. From N6ris (Allier). Ht:
0.88 m.

A nude male figure "accroupi" of very crude stifr-
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ness and frontality. He wears a torque about his neck.
Both hands are held before him, the left grasping a
torque or "garland" which the right supports (cf. J.
Bariau, Nhis-Ies-Bairx [Montlugon 1867.],54: ". . . un
personnage ayant les mains liees ensemble par un
chalne . . ."). Although the head is preserved, destruc-
tion has completely erased the features. The figure
cannot be identified as Cernunnos because he is with-
out antlers, but it may be connected with his cult.

9. E III, no. 2332 with bibl. Autun, Mus6e de la
soci6t6 6duenne (H6tel Rolin). Discovered in 1878 at
Lantilly (C6te d'Or). Preserved ht: 0.45 m. Iocal
stone.

A nude god seated normally on a low seat. Between
his lrrees is placed a large bunch of grapes. The left
hand rested palm up on his thigh, with the last three
fngers closed. The right held the head of a large
serpent. The tail of this serpent is described as being of
fish form, which would connect the statue with the
bronze statuette from Autun (Cat. A, no. l). Both the
head of the divinity and of the serpent are missing,
making identification problematic.

10. E II, no. 1555 with bibl. Small stone statuette
which, in 1882, was the property of M. Roubet, presi-
dent of the Soci6t6 nivernaise. Cast Mus6e Saint-
Germain, inv. no. 26259. From La Guerche (Cher).
Ht:0.35 m. Commbn stone.

Divinity seated normally in a hieratic pose. In his
left hand he holds a patera; his right steadies upon his
knee a large purse from which coins escape. The god
wears a tunic and sagurt. The figure is not an "ac-
croupi," nor is the head completely preserved, but it
deserves inclusion in the tentative Cernunnos circle
because of its analogy with the famous Reims stele
(Cat. C, no. l).

rr. G,.9r) E If, no. 1375 with bibl. Angoul6me,
Mus6e arch6ologique. From La Terne (Charente).
Preserved ht: 0.37 m. Friable limestone. Destroyed
above the waist.

Male figure clothed in a mantle which is fastened on
his left shoulder. His hands are placed on his lcrees,

between which rests a purse or v&se. Although his legs
are crossed, the figure is less in the "tailors'seat" than
other examples and is not included in our discussion.

12. (L.23) E IX, no. 7033 with bibl. Mont Dore,
Mus6e de l'6tablissement thermal. From Mont Dore
(Puy-de-D6me). IIt: 0.69 m. Sandstone.

A seated male figure wearing a mantle. His legs are
broken away and, although he is so described, it seems

doubtful that he was "accroupi." Beside his right arm
there appear to be traces of the arm of a throne. The
figure is beardless; his hair is stra.ngely like a skull-cap,
and there is no trace of horns. It seems unlikely that
the sculpture was intended to represent Cernunnos or
any members of his cult. It is therefore omitted from
our discussion.

f3. E IV, no. 3210. Meaux, private collection.
Found at Meaux (Seine-et-Marne). Ht: c. 0.30 m.
Soft stone.

A seated divinity clothed in a long tunic. He holds a
large cornucopia-shaped sack (?) into which his right
hand is inserted. On his forehead are two protuber-
ances which have been referred to as "cornes nais-
sants" (G. Gassies, "Ir dieu gaulois au sac," REA 7

[f905] 373), but these might merely represent a hair
stylization similar to that of.the god from Sommer6-
court (no. l).

14. (L.22) E V, no. 3731 with bibl. Brimont
(Marne), collection of Vicomte A. Ruinart de Brimont.
Unknown provenance. Ht: 0.28 m. Coarse limestone.

A nude figure in the "tailors' seat." The arms are
lacking, but seem to have rested on the thighs. The
face is extremely crude in execution and the body very
flat" The figure leans so far forward that it approxi-
mates a hunchback, This statuette is consistently de-
scribed as that of a man,.but there appears to be
something female in the conformation of the breasts
(cf. no. 16).

Although this statuette probably derives from the
Reims region in which so many monuments of the
Cernunnos cult are centered, it is omitted from our
discussion as problematic.

15. (L.28) E IV, no. 2882. Mus6e d'Auxerre. Found
in l89l near Auxerre (Yonne). Ht: 0.36 m. Soft lime-
stone. The head is missing.

A male figure in the "tailors'seat," clothed in a long
tunic and an "apron" fastened on each arm near the
shoulder by a buckle and two straps. He wears a
torque about his neck and a bracelet on each arm. In
his right hand is an apple (?); his left raises the head of
a child who is sleeping on his knees. At his right knee
appears a beardless bust with a torque about its neck,

This enigmatic work cannot be connected specifi-
cally with Cernunnos, although, in all likelihood, it is

to be placed in the wider sphere of his cult.
16. (L.27) E fII, no. 2218 with bibl. Mus6e d'Aval-

lon. From Etaules near Avallon (Yonne). Ht: 0.66 m.
Soft limestone. The head and arms are lost,

A nude figure "accroupi," in the contorted pose in
which each foot rests, sole up, on the opposite hip (cf.

the Bouray statuette, Cat. A., no. l0), The body leans

forward and is provided with heavy breasts and eight
nipples on the belly. On the back appear very short
crossed wings.

This statue was discovered at the site of a burial to-
gether with other funerary monuments. It illustrates
an interesting syncretism: the normal mortuary sphinx
utilizes the characteristic pose of the Celtic god of the
underworld. Cf. F. Poullaine, "Tombeaux de pierre et
monuments fun6raires gallo-romains d Avallon," Bull.
archlol. 190r, m-26 ("g6nie fun6raire").

17. (L.25) E III, no. 1804 with bibl. Iost statue, a
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cast of which is preserved in the Mus6e de Roanne.
Original from Saint-Galmier (Loire); formerly in the
l.loElas collection. Ht:0.55 m. The head is missing.

This statue is described as a nude, squatting man
with a serpent twined about his body. Esperandieu
states that it represents, perhaps, a Mithraic divinity
and that his chest has a "gibbosit6" which is difficult
to explain. From the very poor reproductions it seems

clear that the figure is not a human being at all, but
some a"nimal, probably a bear. Thus it would have no
place in our discussion.

Supplcment : T erracotla

f8. G.f g and fig. 11) Terracotta statuette, formerly
in the collection of Leon Maltre. Cast Mus6e Saint-
Germain, inv. no. 35519. From Quilly (Inire-In-
f6rieure). L. Maltre, "Le dieu accroupi de Quilly,"
Bull. d. l. soc. fr. d;anthropologie 1899, 142-153.

A nude, beardless god in the "tailors' seat," His
right arm is bent so that the open hand rests on his
abdomen; at the extremity of the fingers a bird is de-
picted on his chest. On the right elbow appear three
circles centered with stars. On the reverse of the
figurine is engraved a scabbard, decorated with a large
double circle and surrounded by nine smaller double
circles framing stars.

This fgurine bears no specific relation to Cernun-
nos, and has been omitted from our consideration. It is
a further illustration of the fact that the crossJegged
pose cannot be confined too narrowly to Cernunnos.

Cerer,ocun C: Sro*n Rpr,rprs

l. (L.99) E V, no.3653 with bibl. Reims, Mus6e de
Beaux-arts. Discovered in 1837 in the Rue Vauthier-
le-Noir, Reims (Marne) with other objects, including
coins of Tiberius, Vespasian and Antoninus Pius. Cf.
H. Bazin, Reims, monuments et histoire (1904) lg: "en
guise d'ex voto, il 6tait entour6 de petites statuettes en
terre cuite, Lucine, Cybile, ou &utres." Cast with re-
stored antlers, Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv. no. 24414.
IJtt 1.25 m.; width: l.l0 m.; thickness: 0.41 m. Local
soft stone (fie. fg).

his seat. These round objects have been variously
interpreted as coins, grains, beech-nuts or acorns.

To the right stands a figure of Mercury, clad in a
mantle and wearing a winged petasos. His weight is
borne by his right leg, while the left is flexed to the
side. His right arm, holding a caduceus, is raised be-
hind his head which is turned toward Cernunnos. In
his left he grasps a large purse. At the other side of the
seated god stands Apollo, nude save for a long piece
of drapery placed on his le{t shoulder and falling be-
hind him to be drawn forward over his right thigh.
The right leg is bent and placed on a small base to
provide support for this drapery. Apollo's right arm
seems to have rested on his thigh; his left is raised to a
lyre supported on an altar. Both attendant figures are
of smaller proportions than the seated Cernunnos, and
a rigid isocephaly is thus preserved. A.rat is depicted in
tbe pediment of the stele.

2. A fragment of a relief similar to no. l, also from
Reims, is reported by Maxe-Werly in the Butl. d. t.
soc. nat. d,es ant'i.quaires de France, S6ance of April 4,
1883, and is mentioned by Mowat, Bull.6pi4raph. d,e

la Gaule 3 (18$) r72.
This fragment shows three masculine heads. The

center one is horned, the right wears the winged
petasos of Mercury, and the left is of a beardless type
suitable for Apollo.

3. E IV, no. 3133 with extensive bibl. Paris, Mus6e
Cluny. Cast Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv. no. B5l. One
face of the upper part of a quadrangular "altar" dis-
covered in l7l0 under the choir of Notre-Dame, Paris
(Seine). Preserved ht: 0.4? m.; width and thickness:
0.75 m. (fig. t).

Older drawings-as Montfaucon, op. cit. Q, pl. cxc,
1 - show above the god, the inscription C EhNV N N OS
(CIZ XIII 3026 c) completely preserved, although
much of it is illegible today.

Cernunnos app€ars to be clothed in a tunic. Al-
though his head is bald, he has a heavy beard and
moustache. fn addition to normal ears, he is provided
with those of an animal-undoubtedly borrowed from
a stag like the antlers which flank them" From each
a.ntler a torque depends,

On a quadrangular block in the center of the relief The relative proportions of this figure and of the
Cernunnos is seated with crossed legs, He wears a standing figures on the remaining three faces ensure a
mantle fastened on his left shoulder, a bracelet on his reconstruction of the crosslegged pose for Cernunnos.
right upper arm and a torque about his neck; his legs It is entirely possible that a ram-headed serpent was
are covered by Celtic bracae, and either the toes of his included in the original composition.
feet have not been indicated or they are encaseid in 4. E fV, no. 3015. Formerly in the Revellidre col-
soft shoes. The god is richly be6rded and has branch- lection. Cast Mus6e Saint-Germain. From Blain
ing, four-pointed antlers growing from his head (these (Loire-Inf6rieure). Ht: 0.39 m.; width at center:
havebeenbrokenawaybutcanbereconstructedfrom 0.15 m.; thickness:0.0g m, Red granite (or terra-
traces on the upper moulding of the stele). He holds a cotta?) relief.
Iarge sack from which round objects flow down to two Nude, frontal Cernunnos standing on fhe back of an
antithetic animals, a bull and a stag, placed below animal. Tall, unbranched antlers assure the identifica-
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tion of the divinity. His left arm is raised, and his
right hand seems to hold a purse (?). A wavy border
aloug the left side of the stele has been suggested as

a serpent.
This standing type of Cernunnos may be compared

to the bronze statuettes in Cat. A, nos. 6 and 7, and
to the rock carving of Yal Camonica, although the
pose of his arms and the use of an animal as his sup-
port were probably inspired by reprpsentations of
Jupiter Dolichentrs.

5. (L. 30) E II, no. 1539 with bibl. Mus6e de

Chateauroux. Cast Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv. 26244.
Said to have been found at Vendeuvres (Indre) in
1865. Ht:0.48 m.; width of front face:0.61 m., of
sides: 0.25 m. iCommon stone (fig. 4).

On the front face of this block appears Cernunnos
seated in the usual "pose accroupi." He wears a tuaic
a.nd mantle and is provided with antlers, but the child-
like forms of his body contrast with normal repre-
sentations. 'fhe two nude male figures standing on
large serpents at either side of him likewise resemble
erotes rather than adults. The young Cernunnos
holds a large purse in his lap. One of his attenda.nts,
who grasp his antlers, holds a torque in his left hand;
the other places one foot on an a.djacent altar. The
serpents are very large and thick; their heads have
been so damaged that it is impossible to determine
whether they were horned.

On the left face of the block a seated Apollo with
nude torso and legs is represented playing a lyre, A
basket stands beside him. The relief on the right face
has been destroyed, but on analogy with the Reims
stele (no. l) one might restore a figure of Mercury.

6. E VI, no.4726. Lost altar lo'own from the drarr
ings of Grivaud de la Vincelle (Arts et Mdtiers [1819]
pl. cxr, l-4) and an anonymous sketch in the library
of the Mus6e Saint-Germain (cited in E as Album 14,
fol. 81, but this is incorrect and a search in the collec-
tion has failed to reveal it). The altar was discovered
in 1772 at Le Chatelet (Aube). Each figure is "one
cubit" in height.

On one face Hercules, with a bird perched on his
shoulder, is seen in combat with the Nemean lion, a
composition which very closely resembles the Smer-
tullos face of the Paris altar (no. 3 and text, pp. 28-
3f). The second face represents a draped Victory
on a globe, holding a piece of her veil in one hand and
a palm in .the other. The third face reveals a draped
goddess who grasps an open purse in one hand and a
few coins in the other" The fourth face was described
by J. Cl. Grignon, (Bultin lsi.cl d,es fouillas faites . . .

d'une vilJe romaine, sur la petite monta,igne ilu Chatelet,
entre Saint-Dizier et JoinaiJla . . . [Bar le Duc 1774]
xlix-l) as depicting Midas "qui tient une bourse

ferm6e" and who dresses "en capucin." Esperandieu
remarks that this figure is more probably Mercury
with two wings on his head which were mistaken for
the ears of an ass; or that it is possibly Cernunnos.
From Grivaud de la Vincelle's drawing one would be

inclined to accept the latter identification, since the
alleged "wings" look more like the stubs of antlers.
Furthermore, scholars of the eighteenth century were
fully aware of the fact that Mercury is characterized
by wings in his hair and would have recognized them
if there had not been something unusual about these

cerebral appendages-unless, of course, the abnormal
costume misled them.

Like the bronze statuettes and the Blain relief
(no. 4) this would represent a survival of an older
erect posture for Cernunnos, as it appears in the rock
carving of Val Carmonica. In the absence of the origi-
nal, there can be no certainty concerning the identi-
fication, however.

7. E V no. 4195 with bibl. Luxembourg, Mus6e
lapidaire. From Turbelsloch near Difrerdange. Ht:
1.90 m.; width: 0.80 m.; thickness:0.r[0 m.-after G.
Welter, nA, 1911, l, p. 63.

In a niche appears a semi-draped male figure of a
youtilul genius ttr'pe, holding in his left hand a
cornucopia filled with fruits. To the left is the head
of a bull in profile, now almost obliterated. In the
lower left corner is represented the head of a stag
vomiting round pieces of money onto a tablet" See

text, pp. 41, 44.
8. E IfI, no. 2083 with bibl. Mus6e de Beaune.

Cast Mus6e Saint-Germain, inv. no. 9286. Discovered
in an ancient well at Beaune (Cdte d'Or). Ht: 0.78
m.; width: 0.49 m.; thickness: 0.22 m. Soft limestone.
Very damaged.

lt sacellurn in the triangular gable of which appears
a bust of Diana (?) with a crescent on her head.

Within the niche are depicted three divinities: from
left to right, a seated nude god whose left hand rests
on a cornucopia and who seemingly ofrers some food
to an animal ("dog") with his right; a seated nude
tricephalic divinity, without a beard, who holds a
cornucopia with both hands (snakes on his knees?); a
standing nude god with a mantle over his shoulders
who has tall horns and the legs of a goat and who
carries a cornucopia in his right hand. The latter
figure has been connected with Cernunnos, but it
clearly represents Pan, whose goat-horns were usually
strongly elongated in Gallo-Roman art (cf. J. D6che-
lette, Las vases cdrami4ues arnls de la Gaule romaine,
2, pp. 69-?1, nos. rl09-414 especially). The relief is
connected with the Cernunnos cult, however (see

text, p. 44).


